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a b s t r a c t 
In this article, we describe a system that reads news articles in four different languages and detects what 
happened, who is involved, where and when. This event-centric information is represented as episodic 
situational knowledge on individuals in an interoperable RDF format that allows for reasoning on the 
implications of the events. Our system covers the complete path from unstructured text to structured 
knowledge, for which we deﬁned a formal model that links interpreted textual mentions of things to 
their representation as instances. The model forms the skeleton for interoperable interpretation across 
different sources and languages. The real content, however, is deﬁned using multilingual and cross-lingual 
knowledge resources, both semantic and episodic. We explain how these knowledge resources are used 
for the processing of text and ultimately deﬁne the actual content of the episodic situational knowledge 
that is reported in the news. The knowledge and model in our system can be seen as an example how 
the Semantic Web helps NLP. However, our systems also generate massive episodic knowledge of the 
same type as the Semantic Web is built on. We thus envision a cycle of knowledge acquisition and NLP 
improvement on a massive scale. This article reports on the details of the system but also on the perfor- 
mance of various high-level components. We demonstrate that our system performs at state-of-the-art 
level for various subtasks in the four languages of the project, but that we also consider the full inte- 
gration of these tasks in an overall system with the purpose of reading text. We applied our system to 
millions of news articles, generating billions of triples expressing formal semantic properties. This shows 
the capacity of the system to perform at an unprecedented scale. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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0. Introduction 
We massively communicate about the changes in the world
hrough news and social media. This is mostly done in natural lan-
uage. LexisNexis, 1 a multinational information broker, estimates
hat they archive over 1 million news articles from 30,0 0 0 differ-
nt sources every working day and almost the same number of
eb pages. Their multilingual archive goes back several decades
nd contains billions of articles, biographies, and reports. Such an
rchive contains a wealth of knowledge and information on what
appened in the world and what our perspective is on reported∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: piek.vossen@vu.nl (P. Vossen). 
1 http://www.lexisnexis.com . 
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2016.07.013 
950-7051/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uhanges. Tapping into this knowledge would allow us to discover
ong-term developments at a global-scale. It would show us the
lobal history and its impact as reported in all these media. How-
ver, this knowledge from text is currently only revealed through
earch and classiﬁcation systems that give users a list of news arti-
les in response to proﬁled queries. At most, such systems provide
rending topics in time, typically exploiting the volume of news
ut they do not measure the volume of change in the world nor
ts impact. To ﬁnd out what really happened, users are still forced
o read news articles and social blogs from these clusters or resultnder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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t  In this article, we describe a system built in the NewsReader
project 2 that does the reading for you in four different languages:
English, Dutch, Spanish and Italian. It determines what hap-
pened, who was involved, and where and when it took place. The
interpretation of natural language text is formally represented in
RDF according to Semantic Web standards in the form of what
we call Event-Centric-Knowledge-Graphs (ECKGs, [1] ). Because we
anchor events to time, we can extract longer sequences of events
over time and discover the role of participants in history. It allows
us to ﬁnd networks of actors and implications of events on a large
global scale and over longer periods of time. It provides the means
to generalize from the level of individuals (people, companies, in-
cidents) to classes and types (management, governors, industries
and event types), discovering trends and patterns, or vice versa to
specialize from general trends to personal stories. 
By processing text to RDF, we make a fundamental distinction
between the mentions of individuals and events in text and their
more formal representation as instances in the reconstruction of a
world. Many different sources will mention the same people, orga-
nizations and events many times but there is only a single world
representation of instances to which these references should be
linked. We deﬁned the Grounded Annotation Framework (GAF, [2] )
to bind mentions in text (and other modalities) to instance repre-
sentations. GAF naturally resolves coreference of natural language
expressions (mentions) within documents but also across docu-
ments and across languages. It also allows us to aggregate knowl-
edge and information from these mentions, to deduplicate infor-
mation, and to show the provenance and perspective on each piece
of information from these sources. Whereas the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) technology that we employ tries to interpret each
mention semantically, a separate technology has been developed
to aggregate these interpretations into a single RDF structure and
represent this in a triple store for reasoning and exploitation. 
The deep-reading technology developed by NewsReader is
unique in its kind. It combines the most advanced NLP technology
in four different languages to obtain interoperable semantic inter-
pretations of text. Our four NLP pipelines perform named-entity-
detection and linking, event and semantic role detection, temporal
expression normalization and temporal relation detection. Interop-
erability across these modules is achieved through the Natural Lan-
guage Annotation Format (NAF, [3] ). Cross-source interoperability
is achieved through the Simple Event Model (SEM [4] ). The two
formalisms are further integrated in the Grounded Representation
and Source Perspective (GRaSP) framework. GRaSP allows us to for-
mally model the sources, authors or owners of the text and their
perspective, reﬂected by factuality and sentiment values, on what
happened. GRaSP is compatible with the PROV-DM [5] . 
The NewsReader system currently exploits multiple knowledge
bases, multilingual semantic resources and ontologies including
episodic knowledge in the form of encyclopaedic facts about in-
dividuals. In addition, we also apply statistical language models for
semantic classiﬁcation tasks but also formal reasoners that take se-
mantic representations of situations as input and derive implica-
tions from these situations through rules deﬁned in our ontology.
Finally, we generate new episodic knowledge on events and en-
tities that is not represented in the background encyclopedia. This
knowledge can be used to extend the same resources that are used
for NLP, such as semantic resources on entities. Adding this knowl-
edge results in better coverage and better interpretations when
further (re-)processing the news. 
The NewsReader system has been applied to millions of news
articles and generated billions of RDF triples capturing event data
for long periods of time (decades). We also processed news across2 http://www.newsreader-project.eu . 
1our different languages, resulting in uniﬁed interoperable data
cross these languages. The knowledge resulting from the pro-
essed is stored in a dedicated KnowledgeStore that supports vari-
us APIs for semantic querying and exploitation of the data. 
Our main contributions in this article are: 1) a formal model of
emantic representations of mentions and instances in a uniform
ramework that is interoperable across languages and can handle
nterpretations across documents, 2) a way of modeling event data
hat allows for reasoning over episodic situations and deriving im-
lications on individuals, 3) state-of-the-art performance for high-
evel semantic NLP modules in four different languages that ex-
loit shared cross-lingual knowledge resources, 4) the capacity to
rocess millions of news articles to generate episodic knowledge
hat extends existing resources in the Semantic Web and can be
sed to create new knowledge resources, and ﬁnally 5) a success-
ul marriage between NLP and Semantic Web technology. 
In this article, we describe the knowledge architecture and in-
eraction with the text understanding process. We will ﬁrst dis-
uss the background and related work on semantic processing of
ext in Section 2 and explain the main differences of our approach.
n Section 3 , we give an overview of the system architecture, the
epresentation formats and types of knowledge used. Next, we de-
cribe NLP pipelines for the four languages ( Section 4 ) that use
he knowledge and formats to generate interoperable semantic text
epresentations. In Section 5 , we explain the conversion of the
ention-based NLP output to the instance representation in SEM,
aking reference to existing episodic and semantic knowledge.
ection 6 explains how the semantic resources can be adapted to
he domain to deﬁne these episodic situations more precisely. We
xplain how we deal with so-called dark entities , which are en-
ities not (properly) represented in our knowledge resources, and
ow we built an event ontology to precisely model the implica-
ions of events for a domain. In Section 7 , we explain the Knowl-
dgeStore that stores the output of the reading process and we
iscuss the various data sets that we processed in the project. We
lso show evidence for the scalability of the system to deal with
assive streams of news. The quality of the output is discussed in
ection 8 . We not only evaluated the most important NLP mod-
les against standard data sets and our own data sets but also the
DF data that is derived from the output of these NLP modules.
inally, in Section 9 we discuss the status of the system and in
ection 10 we provide some ﬁnal conclusions. 
. Background and motivation 
Knowledge bases are used extensively in NLP, from high-level
asks such as question answering [6] to low-level tasks such as
pelling correction [7] . However, some NLP research aims at deep
eading to understand the text with regard to the real world, as
epresented by the news [8] . Besides information extraction chal-
enges that focus on textual news data, several projects have been
evoted to summarize the news such as the European Media Mon-
tor, 3 the Ontos News Portal, 4 and the XLike project [9] . 5 
Within the ﬁeld of information extraction, there are two main
irections: closed information extraction, where the system is re-
uired to ﬁll slots in a predeﬁned template and open informa-
ion extraction, where the concepts or types of relations that the
ystem is required to extract are not predeﬁned. Patwardhan and
iloff [10] is an example of closed information extraction. The au-
hors use a machine learning approach to recognize events and3 http://emm.newsbrief.eu/NewsBrief/clusteredition/en/latest.html Last accessed: 
2 November 2015. 
4 http://news.ontos.com/ Last accessed: 12 November 2015. 
5 http://www.xlike.org/ Last accessed: 12 November 2015. 
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c  ssociated roles which they evaluate on a dataset about terror-
sm attacks and disease outbreaks. Such systems often employ
ome form of background knowledge to limit the types of knowl-
dge that are extracted. An example of an open IE system is NELL
11] which continuously crawls the web and tries to extract fac-
oids about any possible topic. Because there is no gold standard
ataset to evaluate such a system, they are often evaluated post-
oc. We do not know in advance what events and entities we
ay encounter in the news, the NewsReader system thus per-
orms open information extraction. As Semantic Web technology
lso plays an important role in NewsReader, we can still employ
he vast amount of open domain knowledge which is traditionally
ot the type of knowledge that is contained in the carefully cu-
ated knowledge bases that are employed in NLP. 
The advent of easily accessible resources such as Wikipedia
and later DBpedia) made it possible to link any type of informa-
ion. In contrast, previous effort s only linked speciﬁc databases, for
xample, databases with geospatial information (see Leidner et al.
12] ). In Mihalcea and Csomai [13] , Wikipedia pages were used
s an index to identify interesting concepts in a text to ground.
ilne and Witten [14] take the use of Wikipedia a step further
nd also take a part of Wikipedia that they use as training data for
 machine learning approach for word-sense disambiguation. With
inked open data (LOD), approaches that ground text mentions to
OD sources have taken ﬂight [15] as sources becoming more and
ore available. One of these approaches, also used in NewsReader,
s DBpedia Spotlight [16] . It establishes links between concepts in
ext and the DBpedia resource. In its slipstream, similar approaches
ither utilizing DBpedia or other generic databases such as Free-
ase have become available individually [17] , allowing the user to
hoose which knowledge base to link to [15] . 
There are two main things that set the NewsReader project
part from prior work. First, there is a strong focus on episodic
nowledge in the NewsReader project. While entities are important
n this domain, events are the central focus of the knowledge base,
nd thus we do not only ground concepts and entities to external
nowledge bases, but we also ground events and reason over them,
.e. we follow an event-centric approach. Second, NewsReader em-
loys deep NLP as well as state-of-the-art Semantic Web technol-
gy, resulting in much more ﬁne-grained analyses than projects
hat employ only shallow natural language processing or focus on
 single NLP task. Our analysis targets all the content of the text
nd not a limited set of predeﬁned properties. This allows us to
ake information explicit that is only implicitly present in the text
ources and to store that as queryable information in a knowledge
ase. Likewise, we represent events externally from the text and
ggregate the knowledge and information in the event from many
ifferent textual sources. In the next section, we outline the archi-
ecture of the system that makes this possible in more detail. 
. System and knowledge architecture 
We divide the task of interpreting text and representing it in
vent-centric RDF in three main steps illustrated in Fig. 1 . The ﬁrst
tep applies various advanced linguistic analyses to single docu-
ents, the second translates the output of these analyses to RDF
esolving mentions of information to an instance representation
nd the third and ﬁnal step aggregates the RDF instance represen-
ations across different documents into a joined RDF representa-
ion. The steps are described in more detail below. 
.1. From text to RDF 
Textual sources are processed one-by-one through a series of
dvanced NLP modules (Step 1). Each module applies a different
nterpretation task to the text and stores the interpretation in aeparate layer in the Natural language processing Annotation For-
at (NAF) [3] . We built four pipelines to analyze text in four dif-
erent languages. Although all pipelines contain language-speciﬁc
odules, their output is interoperable through the uniform seman-
ic representation in NAF. For each text, our system generates a
eparate NAF structure to represent the interpretation of the men-
ions in that text. 
Modules apply the analyses to tokens or sentences in the or-
er in which they appear in the raw text. In the ﬁrst step of NLP
rocessing, each token receives an identiﬁer and its offsets in the
riginal text are stored. Tokens are ultimately annotated with se-
antic interpretations such as references to concepts, events, enti-
ies, time expressions and relations. These can be mentioned sev-
ral times throughout a text. If they have the same referent, they
re grouped together in a coreference layer in NAF. These interpre-
ation steps are described in Section 4 . 
In Step 2, NAF ﬁles are read as input and converted to RDF. The
nterpretations of events, entities, time-expressions and the rela-
ions between them are represented in RDF according to the Sim-
le Event Model (SEM) [4] . SEM represents what is happening in
he world, who is involved and when and where this happens. It
hus represents instances, i.e. individual events, entities and time
xpressions in an assumed or real world. We link instances in
EM to their mentions in NAF where they originate from using de-
otedBy relations deﬁned in the Grounded Annotation Framework
GAF). In other words, when an instance is denotedBy a speciﬁc
ention, this means that this mention refers to the instance. GAF
hus provides a natural way to capture coreference: mentions that
orefer are all linked to the same instance in SEM. We will illus-
rate the relation between instances and mentions in Section 3.3 . 
Entities and time-expressions in SEM are related to events,
hich results in an event-centric representation. In Step 2, we in-
orporate coreference between mentions coming from the same
ocument. In Step 3, we use our event-centric representation to
stablish which of the events and entities extracted from different
ocuments are identical. If cross-document coreference is estab-
ished, information from both documents is combined in a single
epresentation. This leads to deduplication of shared information
nd aggregation of complementary information. In case of alter-
ative views or conﬂicting information, we present the different
erspectives of each mention. This procedure is further explained
n Section 5 . We illustrate the process and representation with an
xample below. 
.2. Two perspectives on a sale 
Consider the following two examples of textual input. The ex-
mples are the titles of two news articles published on the same
ay: 17 June 2013: 
1. Porsche family buys back 10 pc stake from Qatar (source: http:
//www.telegraph.co.uk ) 
2. Qatar Holding sells 10% stake in Porsche to founding families
(source http://.english.alarabiya.net ) 
Both example sentences express the same event information:
orsche (or the Porsche family) buying Porsche stakes back from
atar, but they use different constructions and words. If our soft-
are interprets these sentences correctly, this should result in the
ame representation of content, which can then be merged across
hese sentences. To achieve this, our software ﬁrst needs to ﬁnd
he participants in these sentences: Qatar, Qatar Holding, Porsche
amily, founding families, 10% stake in Porsche and 10pc stake . Iden-
ity of the participants is established by assigning URIs to each
ention. If these URIs are identical, the entities are also identi-
al. Similarly, the mentions of actions buy and sell need to be de-
4 P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 
Fig. 1. Overview of the NewsReader system taking raw text as input, creating XML representations (NAF) for NLP output and creating RDF representations (SEM) from the 
XML representations. 
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wtected, where identity can be established based on their related-
ness in meaning and the fact that these events are reported to oc-
cur on the same day. Finally, the exact semantic relations between
the participants and the actions are determined, since it makes a
difference who is the buyer and who is the seller . Identity of the
complete event is then based on the identity of the components of
each mention, i.e. we only assume we are dealing with the same
event if we are dealing with the same kind of event that takes
place at the same time and in which the same participants play
exactly the same role. The more overlap we ﬁnd, the stronger the
evidence that two texts discuss the same event. 
3.3. Data representation 
Fig. 2 is a simpliﬁed illustration of the ﬁnal interpretation of
the two examples in GRaSP. 6 The information from the two dif-
ferent sources is merged in a single RDF structure. The top level
of the image shows the representation of the event in RDF ac-
cording to the SEM model, it provides a representation of the in-
stances involved. It shows the single representation of the event
instance #Ev2 . It is linked to the unique entities playing a role in
the event (Porsche, Qatar and 10% stake), which are represented
by their DBpedia [18] URIs and a generated URI for 10% stake .
Background information from DBpedia provides further informa-
tion about the main participants (see Section 3.4 for more informa-
tion about DBpedia). The event instance is further linked to other
ontologies that indicate what kind of event we are dealing with
(Commerce_buy/Buying). These types also deﬁne the possible roles
of individual participants in such events, where some are ﬁlled in6 Recall from the introduction, that GRaSP includes SEM, GAF relations to men- 
tions and information on sources and perspectives. 
t
ae.g. Seller/owner_1, Buyer/owner_2) but others are not yet known,
.g. the amount of money paid for the 10% share. 7 
In our model, we require that all events are bound in time.
n this example, the events are linked to the document creation
ime, which is 17 June 2013. Qatar selling 10% to the Porsche fam-
ly at another point in time is by deﬁnition another event and
herefore involves another 10% . Finally, the relation triples are pre-
ented within separate boxes that have their own identiﬁers. These
oxes represent named graphs, which allow us to link each rela-
ion between a participant and an event separately to individual
ources that mention them. If another source in the future states
ow much was paid for the 10%, the model allows us to ﬁll in the
issing information in the same picture at the instance level and
e can still trace back which source provided what information
hen. 
Representing the event as an instance in SEM implies that we
xpress properties of the event rather than properties of entities,
.g. #Ev2 sem:hasActor dbp:Porsche . This effectively results in event
entric knowledge graphs or ECKGs [1] as opposed to the entity-
entric knowledge graphs that you ﬁnd in resources such as DB-
edia. The difference is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 . In Fig. 3 , the
ntity is the subject of the relation triple whereas ownership and
orking as a key person are properties and the objects are the val-
es for the entity. In Fig. 4 , we see that the same properties are
epresented as event instances in NewsReader in the subject po-
ition and the entities that participate are in the object position,
hereas we use abstract roles for the predicates. 7 For reasons of space, we only represent all roles from FrameNet in the illustra- 
ion. The Event and Situation Ontology (see Section 6.2 ) also provides information 
bout all four elements and their roles. 
P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 5 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the event-centric representation of a single event involving two main participants, links to ontologies and links to their mentions in the source texts 
with the source perspective. It shows the modeling according to GRaSP. 
Fig. 3. Entity centric RDF triples in DBpedia. 
Fig. 4. Event centric RDF triples in NewReader. 
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8 The actual name is irrelevant as long as it is unique. 
9 prov: is shorthand for http://www.w3.org/ns/prov# . The difference between event and entity centric representations
s a small syntactic change but has major consequences. As you can
ee in Fig. 4 , ECKGs can be bound to time and can involve multiple
ntities, whereas the entity centric information shows the latest
ublished data only, i.e. the current CTO or management and not
he past. ECKGs are also more expressive, because we can accom-
odate for an inﬁnite number of event instances, each bound in
ime. 
The boxes underneath the instance layer in Fig. 2 represent
he mention layer with the original source texts. Elements in
he upper instance boxes are linked to elements from the men-
ion layer through gaf:denotedBy relations. These mention elements
ave unique identiﬁers that resolve to the speciﬁc character off-
ets in the source. We thus link instances of events or entities tohe offset places in text where they are mentioned. Also the rela-
ions are linked to the places where they are mentioned, using the
amed graph identiﬁers of the relations, i.e. the two named graphs
pr2,r2 and :pr2,r5 are instances of relations. 8 The distinction be-
ween instances and mentions thus gives us immediate access to
ources that talk about speciﬁc entities or events. 
The formal representation of mentions in GRaSP is not only
sed to indicate where speciﬁc information comes from through
AF. We also use it to distinguish different perspectives on the
ame event. This is shown in the bottom box of Fig. 2 . We consider
hoices about what information is included and left out as part of
he perspective of a source. Therefore, the fact that these sources
rovide information about the sale of Porsche stakes is part of the
ource’s perspective. Both sources state their belief that this took
lace and is true (NONFUTURE and POSITIVE) and both are also
ertain about it. This perspective is expressed by an attribution ob-
ect that has the rdf:value CERTAIN_POSITIVE_NONFUTURE and is
inked to the two sources that provide the information using the
rov:wasAttributedTo relation. 9 The perspective layer allows us to
odel other opinions on events expressed in text as well, such
s uncertainty, placing it in the future, negating it or expressing
ertain emotions. We can thus also represent the conﬂict of in-
ormation if another source would deny the event took place. The
6 P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 
Fig. 5. Overview of different types of knowledge used and generated by the NewsReader processing pipeline. 
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10 http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/PredicateMatrix . 
11 http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR . 
12 http://www.ontologyportal.com/ . 
13 http://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/WordNet2TO . 
14 http://wndomains.fbk.eu/ . model allows us to organize various perspectives from many dif-
ferent sources on the same event-centric representation of infor-
mation. We will not discuss the GRaSP framework further in this
article. More details can be found in Vossen et al. (2015) [19] . 
3.4. Resources and semantic frameworks 
To achieve conceptual interoperability, the system relies heav-
ily on shared semantic resources and shared formats. We shortly
discussed the formats for representing interpretations of mentions
and linguistic analyses (NAF) and instances (SEM) and the method
of connecting the two (GAF) as well as the format for representing
the perspective and provenance relations (GRaSP). Now we present
the shared resources we use both to identify meaning of text and
represent this meaning at the instance level. 
Fig. 5 gives an overview of the different types of knowledge that
play a role in the interpretation at different points in the process.
The top of the image shows a range of lexical resources and on-
tologies that represent semantic knowledge. Semantic knowledge
is represented in the form of concepts and relations. This knowl-
edge is shared across languages through multilingual vocabularies.
We use the following resources: 
WordNet: WordNet [20] provides a lexical database where
words are represented as groups of synonyms (synsets) that
are organized in a hypernym hierarchy. Wordnets in other
languages are used to establish cross-lingual connections to
other semantic resources. 
PropBank: PropBank [21] provides predicate-argument struc-
tures on top of the Penn TreeBank [22] . The annotations re-
sulted in a lexicon of predicates and their argument struc-
ture. 
NomBank: NomBank [23] is related to PropBank and provides
argument structure of common nouns in the Penn TreeBank.
FrameNet: FrameNet [24] uses semantic frames to provide in-
formation about events (the frames) and the relations they
invoke with participants (frame elements). 
VerbNet: VerbNet [25] is a verb lexicon providing information
on thematic roles and semantic restrictions on the verb’s ar-
guments. It is linked to WordNet and FrameNet. 
AnCora: AnCora [26] includes a lexicon for Spanish and Cata-
lan that includes argument structures for verbal and nomi-
nal predicates in those languages. 
SUMO: The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology [27] is a formal
ontology that deﬁnes concepts and relations between them.
The full WordNet lexicon has been mapped to SUMO. ESO: The Event and Situation Ontology [28] captures implica-
tions of events and maps these to FrameNet frames, SUMO
types and roles. ESO is further described in Section 6 . 
PredicateMatrix: The PredicateMatrix 10 [29] is an automatic
extension of SemLink [30] . It gathers all the resources listed
previously plus some additional lexical knowledge com-
ing from the Multilingual Central Repository 11 [31] such
as SUMO 12 [27] , Top Ontology 13 [32] or WordNet do-
main 14 [33] . These resources are connected automatically
through a wide set of mappings. The current version of
the PredicateMatrix contains 8495 predicates from PropBank
and NomBank connected to 4704 synsets of WordNet, 554
frames of FrameNet and 55 different ESO classes. It also con-
tains 23,386 roles of PropBank and NomBank mapped to
2343 frame-elements of FrameNet and 53 ESO roles. Thanks
to the cross-lingual relations in wordnets, we have been
able to map this PredicateMatrix data to Dutch and Spanish
synsets and words as well. 
These semantic resources are partially used to interpret tokens
f text by the NLP modules. For example, the semantic role la-
eler uses PropBank as training data, whereas the Word-Sense-
isambiguation module assigns WordNet synsets to open class
ords in the text. Other semantic information is inserted into
he representation of the tokens as a form of semantic typing
hrough their association in the PredicateMatrix (see Section 4.2 )
hich maps lemmas and WordNet synsets to FrameNet frames and
lasses in SUMO and ESO (see Section 4 ). The semantic typing of
he interpreted textual elements is passed on to the instance repre-
entation in SEM providing the ESO and FrameNet interpretations
f the sale event we saw in Fig. 2 . 
In addition to the above semantic knowledge, some NLP mod-
les also use episodic knowledge: 
DBpedia: DBpedia [34] is a database that provides structured
information extracted from Wikipedia. The English variant
currently provides information about more than 4 million
things , including at least 1,445,0 0 0 persons, 735,0 0 0 places,
241,0 0 0 organizations classiﬁed in an ontology. According
P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 7 
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i  to the DBpedia website, localized versions of DBpedia are
available in 125 languages. 15 All these versions together
describe 38.3 million things , out of which 23.8 million are
localized descriptions of things that also exist in the English
version of DBpedia. In addition, DBpedia is interlinked with
many other data sources from various domains (life sciences,
media, geographic government, publications, etc.), including
Freebase 16 [35] and YAGO 17 [36] , among many others. 
Whereas we interpret an event as an instance of a type in the
revious semantic ontologies (e.g. a FrameNet frame or ESO class),
ntities are interpreted directly as instances in DBpedia, which acts
 register for instances. DBpedia then provides further background
nformation about the entities it contains. However, not all iden-
iﬁed entities mentioned in the news have a DBpedia entry. To
e able to represent these instances, we need to create an artiﬁ-
ial URI for each of them. Since there is no episodic knowledge
bout these entities and they make up a large proportion of all
ntities, we call them dark entities [37] . In Section 6 , we explain
ow we can derive an extension to DBpedia from the news with
hese entities to improve further processing of the news. This is
hows in Fig. 5 as an add-on DarkDBpedia. Fig. 5 also indicates
hat we apply a reasoner to the RDF output of our system to de-
ive further episodic implications from the event-centric knowl-
dge. Section 6 provides more details about this process as well. 
The semantic knowledge and episodic knowledge 18 together
rovide the means to indicate what kind of events occur when
nd where in the world and who exactly is involved. As such, these
nowledge resources are essential for semantic NLP and play a ma-
or role in our system. These knowledge resources are to some ex-
ent also available for other languages than English. Equivalence
elations across different language wordnets allow us to share the
nowledge framework across languages. This deﬁnes the concep-
ual interoperability of the interpretation of the text. 
. Event extraction 
Event extraction demands both robust basic pre-processing –
uch as tokenization, Part of Speech tagging (POS), lemmatization –
nd advanced linguistic processing, such as – Named Entity Recog-
ition and Classiﬁcation (NERC), Syntactic Parsing, Coreference Res-
lution, Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), Named Entity Disam-
iguation (NED), Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) and interpretation of
emporal expressions. Although we already use NAF to harmonize
he different results from the different linguistic modules, cross-
ingual event detection additionally requires to perform all these
asks in a semantically compatible way. We have therefore devel-
ped cross-lingual pipelines for interpreting events and event com-
onents in text in a common language independent semantic rep-
esentation. In order to achieve cross-lingual semantic interoper-
bility, entities, event mentions and time expressions are projected
o language independent knowledge representations. Thus, named
ntities are linked to English DBpedia entity identiﬁers thanks to
Bpedia cross-lingual links while nominal and verbal event men-
ions are aligned to abstract event representations through the
redicateMatrix. Additionally, concepts for open class words are
epresented using the EuroWordNet Inter-lingual index [38] . Fi-
ally, time expressions are normalized following the ISO 24617-1
tandard [39] . Several demonstrators exhibit the capability of the15 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Datasets , accessed 30 November 2014. 
16 https://www.freebase.com/ . 
17 http://bit.ly/1oEVkR7 . 
18 There is also statistical knowledge used in the NLP process, e.g. for training 
anguage models. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper. ewsReader cross-lingual event extraction pipeline, 19 which is, to
he best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst of its kind. 
.1. Newsreader NLP pipelines 
The pre-processing required for event extraction in NewsReader
onsists of tokenization, lemmatization and POS tagging. For En-
lish and Spanish this is done by the IXA pipes [40] 20 whereas for
utch the morphological analysis is performed using Alpino [41] . 21 
or Italian the TextPro tool suite [42] 22 is used. Other modules
hich perform additional processing (WSD, opinion mining, pars-
ng, etc.) are described in Aggeri et al. [43] . Henceforth, we will
ocus on the modules used in the NewsReader pipeline related to
ntity and predicate processing for event extraction. 
Entity processing for the four NewsReader languages is per-
ormed by a NED module that links the entities previously spot-
ed by a NERC module to the corresponding DBpedia entries. Fur-
hermore, general concepts that are considered to be relevant for
ewsReader, although not strictly named entities, are detected by
he Wikiﬁcation module. For example, via Wikiﬁcation the News-
eader pipeline would detect dbp:Stock_market as a relevant con-
ept for the phrase stock market . The NewsReader NED and Wiki-
cation modules (for all four languages) are built on top of DBpe-
ia Spotlight [44] , 23 a Wikiﬁcation tool for automatically annotat-
ng mentions of DBpedia resources in text, providing a solution for
inking unstructured information sources to the Linked Open Data
loud through DBpedia. Spotlight also offers the option of perform-
ng only Named Entity Disambiguation given previously detected
pots by another engine. In NewsReader, we use NERC modules for
ntity detection or spotting in each language. DBpedia Spotlight of-
ers probabilistic models trained for the four languages covered by
ewsReader. 
In addition, the SRL module for English and Spanish detects
ropBank predicates and roles of the sentences using the MATE
ools [45] . It also provides the corresponding interpretations in
rameNet, VerbNet, WordNet and ESO using the PredicateMatrix.
he Dutch SRL module is a Python reimplementation of SoNar
RL [46] for event predicates. As this SRL module does not handle
ominalizations, a separate module detects the nominal predicates.
nce the predicates and their roles have been detected a ﬁnal pro-
ess assigns FrameNet frames and elements to the predicates and
oles. For Italian, due to the lack of annotated data, an SRL system
as been developed based on dependency relations, events (output
f the event recognition module) and PropBank-like frames (built
utomatically using the MultiSemCor English-Italian aligned corpus
47] ). Once event extraction is performed by the SRL module, a
eparate module tries to establish which of the events corefer [48] .
his module works the same for all the four languages. 
Finally, some NLP modules perform time expression recognition
nd normalization, and temporal and causal relations extraction
49,50] . These tasks are based on the TimeML speciﬁcation [39] .
n addition to the extraction of temporal relation as deﬁned in
imeML, the module identiﬁes also temporal anchoring of events,
.e. the date (explicit in the text or not) when an event took place
r will occur. The Spanish and Dutch module is based on Hei-
elTime [51] , a multilingual temporal tagger. HeidelTime identiﬁes
emporal expressions based on language speciﬁc patterns. Identi-
ed temporal expressions are normalized and represented accord-
ng to TIMEX3 annotations [52] . For English and Italian, a Time19 http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/demos/ . 
20 http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/ixa-pipes/ . 
21 http://kyoto.let.vu.nl/nwrdemo _ nl/demo . 
22 http://hlt-services2.fbk.eu:8080/nwrDemo/nwr . 
23 https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight . 
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t  Processing module has been developed in NewsReader (time ex-
pression extraction and normalization, event detection, temporal
relation extraction and predicate time anchor) [49,53] . The time
expression normalization is mainly carried out by the TimeNorm
library implemented by [54] for English and adapted for Italian. 
4.2. Cross-lingual interoperability 
Cross-lingual semantic interoperability is achieved via the pro-
jection of entities, event mentions and time expressions to lan-
guage independent knowledge representations. 
4.2.0.1. Cross-lingual interoperability for entities. First, the News-
Reader pipeline provides cross-lingual interoperability with respect
to the named entities occurring in the text. 
The NewsReader NED modules suggest a list of candidates for
each entity. Based on the input language, the corresponding DB-
pedia is used to perform the semantic annotation. This means
that the external references to DBpedia produced by each DBpe-
dia Spotlight language module will be different. For instance, a
mention to New York in an English document produces as ex-
ternal reference the identiﬁer http://dbpedia.org/page/New _ York .
Similarly, a mention to Nueva York in a Spanish document pro-
duces as external reference the identiﬁer http://es.dbpedia.org/
page/Nueva _ York . However, both identiﬁers are interoperable be-
cause there are cross-lingual links between both English and Span-
ish DBpedia entries. To make the interoperability explicit, we have
modiﬁed our non English NED modules to also include the corre-
sponding identiﬁers for English as external reference (if they exist).
For example, for the mentions of Nueva York the English identi-
ﬁer http://dbpedia.org/page/New _ York will also be added as exter-
nal resource. This new feature allows us to work with cross-lingual
links by linking the cross-lingual realizations of entities in different
languages. 
4.2.0.2. Cross-lingual Predicate Models. The event representation
provided by a SRL system depends on the semantic resource used
for training that system. Thus, each knowledge source of predicate
information will contain different descriptions of the roles for each
predicate. Our pipelines guarantee interoperability across language
and predicate resources by integrating the PredicateMatrix within
the SRL modules. The PredicateMatrix gathers multilingual knowl-
edge bases that contain predicate and semantic role information
(see Section 3.4 ). 
Fig. 6 provides the output of our SRL module for the English
sentence Qatar Holding sells 10% stake in Porsche to founding fami-
lies . Our SRL module ﬁrst processes the sentence providing pred-
icates and role annotations from PropBank. Now, as PropBank is
integrated into the PredicateMatrix, our SRL module can also ob-
tain the corresponding predicate classes and roles for the rest of
the predicate resources. Thus, Qatar Holding identiﬁed as A0 role of
the predicate sell.01 by MATE tools corresponds to the Buyer role of
a Commerce_sell frame according to FrameNet. 
This also applies across languages. For example, the Spanish
SRL module is trained using Ancora [26] . Thanks to the Predi-
cateMatrix and the links included in Ancora to PropBank, we can
also establish that the Spanish verb vende and its lemma vender
is also aligned to the PropBank predicate sell.01 , the Commerce_sell
frame from FrameNet, and the rest of information included in the
PredicateMatrix for this event description. Similarly, El holding the
Qatar identiﬁed by the Spanish SRL module as arg0 role of the
Ancora dpredicate vender.01 which also corresponds to the same
Buyer role of the Commerce_sell frame. Thus, after our SRL module
has processed the Spanish sentence, we obtain the same language-
independent semantic representation as the one obtained from the
English sentence. This same process was implemented for Dutchsing a Dutch version of the PredicateMatrix and a SRL module for
ropBank roles trained on SoNaR [46] . 
.2.0.3. Normalization of time expressions. We normalize time ex-
ressions following the ISO 24617-1 standard [39] . For example, if
emporal expressions such as next Monday, tomorrow , and yesterday
n English or ayer and el próximo lunes in Spanish are referring to
he same exact date (let’s say November 16th, 2015 ), all these tem-
oral expressions are normalized to the same TIMEX3 value corre-
ponding to 2015-11-16 . 
. Event modeling 
The pipelines described in Section 4 create rich NAF-XML inter-
retations for tokens in the text, which we call mentions. The in-
erpretations are scattered over different layers in NAF, as the out-
ut of different modules, which partially express the same infor-
ation and partially complement each other. To come to a formal
epresentation of the reference of these interpretations, we derive
 SEM representation at the instance level and relations between
hese instances. We deﬁne instances for the following data types
y creating unique URIs: entities, non-entities, events and time ex-
ressions. 
To create these SEM representations, we deﬁned the IDAP pro-
edure, which stands for Identiﬁcation, Deduplication, Aggregation
nd Perspectivization: 
1. I dentiﬁcation: identity across mentions of entities and events is
established on the basis of overlapping information; 
2. D eduplication: overlapping information is only represented
once in SEM RDF; 
3. A ggregation: complementary information is combined in a sin-
gle event-centric representation; 
4. P erspectivation: differences and different viewpoints are mod-
eled in GRaSP and are linked to the sources and mentions in
the text; 
This IDAP procedure is applied in two steps: 1) across different
entions in a single NAF ﬁle to create a SEM-RDF representation of
nstances for a source text, and, 2) across the SEM representations
f different source texts to create a cross-document representation.
emantic identity of instances across mentions and across layers
n NAF is crucial in this process. Semantic identity, among others,
epends on the semantic knowledge resources that have been used
n combination with the NLP processing. We explain this in more
etail in the subsections below for the different types of instances.
.1. Entities, dark entities and non-entities in SEM 
Genuine entities are represented in the entity layer in NAF and
ften have a DBpedia URI that identiﬁes them. Since this layer
s mention-based, we can ﬁnd the same URI across different en-
ity phrases detected in the text. In SEM, we will represent this
ntity once through that URI and only extend the gaf:denotedBy
inks to these mentions. Consider the examples of the phrases Di-
ier Drogba and Didier Yves Drogba Tébily in Fig. 7 . They were de-
ected as entities, but only the former is mapped to DBpedia. By
aking the URI dbp:Didier_Drogba as an identiﬁer for the instance,
e thus automatically link the mentions of the tokens t68, t69 and
807 to the same instance but not the tokens t2, t3, t4, t5 . However,
AF also provides a coreference layer established by a separate NLP
odule, which groups anaphora, noun phrases and entity phrases
hat are coreferential, as is shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that both
he token sets t68, t69 and t2. t3. t4. t5 are included in the same
oreference set. 
Likewise, the module can unify all the mentions from the enti-
ies with the same URI and the phrases from the coreference set
P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 9 
Fig. 6. Cross-lingual and semantic interoperability provided by the PredicateMatrix. 
Fig. 7. Entities in NAF with and without a DBpedia URI. 
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Fig. 8. Nominal coreference set in NAF. 
Fig. 9. Entity in SEM. nto a single instance representation with gaf:denotedBy links to all
hese mentions. The result of this merge in RDF is shown in Fig. 9 ,
here we show a subset of the gaf:denotedBy relations from the
nstance to all the mentions. 
Not all entities without a URI can be resolved through corefer-
nce sets to other entities with an URI. For those cases, we create
n artiﬁcial URI based on the phrase and represent it as an in-
tance of the entity type that is assigned by the entity recognizer.
he football players shown in Fig. 10 , for example, were not re-
olved and are represented as instances through a URI based on
heir phrase and linked to the type PERSON . We discuss these so-
alled dark entities in more detail in Section 6 . 
10 P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 
Fig. 10. Dark entities in SEM. 
Fig. 11. Non-entities in SEM. 
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tIn addition to these dark entities there are also other phrases
that play an important role in the event but are not (and often
should not be) detected as entities. For example, the sale between
Qatar and the Porsche family involves 10% stake which is detected
by the semantic role labeler but it is not represented as an entity.
Whenever important roles 24 cannot be assigned to any mention of
an entity, we represent the concept as a so-called non-entity . The
type NONENTITY is assigned to these instances. Fig. 11 shows a
representation of two non-entities in SEM-RDF, which are derived
from the Semantic Role Layer (SRL). 
5.2. Temporal objects in SEM 
Time objects and temporal relations play an important role
in NewsReader. Without proper time anchoring, we cannot com-
pare one event to another (see below). Time objects for delin-
eating events are derived from the TIMEX3 layer in NAF, which
is based on the TimeML formalism [39] . From these TIMEX3
elements, we derive two types of SEM instances: time:Instant
and time:Interval . Instances of the type time:Instant have a
time:inDateTime relation to a date object, whereas instances of
time:Interval have a time:hasBeginning and/or time:hasEnd relation
to a date. Dates are represented as separate instances of the type
time:DateTimeDescription with values for the year, month and/or
day according to owl-time. 25 In Fig. 12 , we see two time expres-
sions: tmx0 and tmx2 represented through URIs based on the doc-
uments in which they occur. The ﬁrst is an time:Instant and has
no mentions in the text because it represents the document cre-
ation time that is found in the meta data and not in the text. The
second example tmx2 is a time:Interval with mentions and also a
label week that was normalized to a speciﬁc period of 7 days in
July 1989. 26 We see that both time expressions have properties
( inDateTime, hasBeginning and hasEnd ) with dates as values. These
dates are represented separately according to owl-time, allowing
for temporal reasoning. 
5.3. Events in SEM 
Events usually do not end up as entries in DBpedia. Identity of
events is also more complex than identity of entities. First of all,24 To limit the amount of instances and triples, we only consider roles that have 
a FrameNet Element assigned. We consider these roles essential for understanding 
what the event is about. 
25 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time . 
26 In case of underspeciﬁcation, time expressions can also point to months, quar- 
ters or years. 
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l
 he identity of an event is the product of the identity of all its
omponents [48] : the action, the participants, the place and the
ime. If Qatar sells 10% of stake to Porsche on another day, it is not
he same event and probably not the same shares. All repetitive
vents on different dates are not identical and all events on the
ame date involving different participants are not identical. We can
herefore not just use the words in the text that mention the event
as we did for dark entities and non-entities – to establish iden-
ity: it is too unlikely that one sales will be the same as another
ales across different documents. 
Another complicating factor is that all the information that
niquely deﬁnes an event in terms of its components is hardly ever
entioned in a single sentence [55] . News events are usually de-
cribed using some narrative structure in which participants, time
nd place are given throughout the text. For example, the follow-
ng article from Al Arabiya provides the following statements with
espect to the deal in other sentences: 
“This transaction results as a logical step after the creation
of the Integrated Automotive Group between Volkswagen and
Porsche AG as ﬁnalized in 2012,” Qatar Holding said in the
statement. Neither party gave any details of the price paid for
the stake. Porsche SE shares were trading at 60.76 euros per
share on Monday, up 0.36 percent on the day. “This (sale by
Qatar) is positive because the stake is returning to the hands of
the Porsche/Piech families,” Bamler added. 
We therefore follow a two-step IDAP approach in which we
rst establish identity across mentions in a single document. Next,
e aggregate the event properties across these mentions before
e compare the events across different documents. Identity within
 document is established through the mentions of the actions,
hereas identity across documents is established by comparing all
he event components. In both cases, identity results in deduplica-
ion and aggregation. 
.3.1. Event identity within a document 
Identity within a single document is done by the NLP module
or event-coreference. This module uses the predicates in the SRL
ayer as a starting point and applies the following heuristics: 
1. It groups all predicates with the same lemma in an initial coref-
erence set. 
P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 11 
Fig. 13. Event coreference in NAF. 
Fig. 14. Event instances in SEM. 
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Fig. 15. Sell and buy events in SEM without the entity representations. 
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a2. It collects the highest-scoring wordnet synsets of the mentions
of these lemmas from the whole document; these form the
dominant senses of the coreference set. 
3. It merges all lemma-based coreference sets for which the
WordNet Similarity [56] of their dominant senses scores above
a threshold and it stores the lowest-common-subsumer that es-
tablished the similarity. 
In Fig. 13 , we show a coreference set with a single predicate
hased that was not merged with any other set and another set in
hich shot and injured were merged into a single set with the low-
st common subsumer synset eng-30-0 0 069879-v, injure:1, wound:1
nd a similarity score of 2.64. 
Each coreference set becomes a potential event instance, where
e use the mentions for the labels and the references to the Word-
et synset as a subclass relation. 27 Furthermore, we collect a sub-
et of the ontological labels assigned to each predicate in the SRL.
he RDF result for the coreference sets in Fig. 13 then looks as
hown in Fig. 14 , where we created an artiﬁcial URI for the event
nstances: ev72 and ev84 , enriched with the semantic types ob-
ained from the SRL, the labels from the mentions and the pointers
o the mentions. 
Once the instances for entities, non-entities and events have
een established, we determine the relations between them. Since
he events are derived from the SRL in NAF, we can go back to
hat layer to ﬁnd the roles. Again, we match the span of any en-
ity mention with the span of the roles to determine the entity for
ach role. If an event has more than one mention, as is the case for
hoot and injure above we aggregate the role information across all27 We convert all reference to WordNet synset to InterLingualIndex concepts to 
llow for cross-lingual matching [57] . hese mentions. We do the same for anchoring the event to the
imex expressions, which results in a sem:hasTime relation. 
Fig. 15 then shows the complete representations of the event
nstances generated by our system from the two Qatar-Porsche ti-
les, considering each document separately. We show the proper-
ies of each event and the SEM relations to entities, non-entities
nd time expressions. Since there are no time expressions in the
itles, both events are anchored to the document creation times.
oth events received different identiﬁers based on their source.
his would be the result of Step 2 in the overall process before
e match event descriptions across different sources. We see that
e obtained triples by aggregating information, e.g. the SRL infor-
ation is combined with the WSD output and the entity layer and
he temporal information is obtained from the metadata. Process-
ng more sentences and resolving event coreference across these
entences would result in further aggregation across mentions and
icher descriptions. So far, we described the application of IDAP
o single NAF ﬁles. In the next subsection, we explain how these
ggregated event descriptions are used to establish event identity
cross NAF representations (Step 3 in the overall process). 
.3.2. Event identity across documents 
For entities, non-entities and time objects, cross-document
dentity is established through the use of (partially) standardized
RIs. As we explained above, event identity needs to be deﬁned as
 function of the identity of the components: 
1. Identity of the action or process. 
2. Identity of the temporal relation. 3. Identity of the participants and their roles. 
12 P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 
Types of mentions recognized in entity candidates occur- 
ring 50 or more times in the TechCrunch corpus. 
Type # Mentions # Unique 
Person 2156 (21.59%) 25 
Organization 4222 (42.28%) 44 
Location 84 (0.84%) 1 
Product 2025 (20.28%) 21 
Event 775 (7.76%) 8 
Not an entity or event 724 (7.2%) 10 
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e  We ﬁrst check the action identity constraint. Action identity
across documents is deﬁned by the overlap of WordNet synsets
or lemmas across the events, where WordNet overlap takes prece-
dence over lemma overlap. 28 Secondly, we match the time re-
lations of two event descriptions. In the same way as physical
boundaries deﬁne shape and are most critical to keep entities
apart, temporal boundaries delineate events. These boundaries can
be deﬁned at the granularity of a date, a month or a year. Finally,
the matching of the event’s participants is less strict and their
rigidity varies per event type. For example, physical events such
as motions are necessarily bound by location, while others, such
as ﬁnancial transactions, are not. Yet for speech-act events, such as
say or annouce , it is crucial that the source of the event is iden-
tical. We therefore parameterized the matching of the participants
so that we can apply different additional constraints for different
types of events. 
The Porsche-Qatar example is a real challenge in terms of
cross-document event coreference. The results shown in Fig. 2 in
Section 3 are therefore diﬃcult to obtain. First of all, the pred-
icates buy and sell do not share any WordNet synset nor any
ontological class. Secondly, we can see that not all participants
( to+founding+families ) are resolved to entities or to the same en-
tities ( dbp:Qatar versus dbp:Qatar_Investment_Authority ). To obtain
a merge across these representations, we have to apply very loose
constraints. The matching of the RDF event descriptions can there-
fore be tuned by setting constraints for each of the component
matches or the combination of the component matches. If the pa-
rameters are very strict, hardly any cross-document event coref-
erence is detected, if they are very loose a lot of event data is
lumped together resulting in fewer event instances with strongly
aggregated data. 
6. Domain adaptation 
We so far described the generic NewsReader system that can
be applied to any text out-of-the-box. This system uses knowl-
edge resources such as DBpedia for entities and lexical resources
for events. In practice, any text data set contains speciﬁc data that
is either not present in these resources or not properly modeled. In
this section, we explain how we can overcome gaps in the cover-
age of DBpedia to link to unknown entities and how speciﬁc events
can be modeled for a domain. 
6.1. Dark entities 
Dark entities are those entities for which no relevant informa-
tion was identiﬁed in a given knowledge base / entity repository.
First of all, there are cases where a resource is present, but it con-
tains very little or no relevant information to further reason about
the entity. For example at the time of writing this article, the
DBpedia resource http://dbpedia.org/resource/Heinz _ Branitzki de-
tected in one of our datasets contains no information other than
that it is an Entity of the type “Thing”. In fact he has been an in-
terim CEO of Porsche but this is not recorded in DBpedia. Querying
the news for CEOs will thus never yield this person among the re-
sult. In addition there are many cases in which there is no resource
at all present in the knowledge base. Finally, there may be entities
linked to the wrong resource. All these cases, searching for types
of entities will give partial and wrong results. 
To get to grips with this problem, we have carried out an in
depth analysis of a speciﬁc dataset in the technology domain. For28 If the WSD makes a difference between ﬁring guns and ﬁring people, the differ- 
ent WordNet synsets will keep these two expressions separate despite these being 
the same words. 
e  his, we collected 43,0 0 0 articles from TechCrunch.com 29 and a
ump of its accompanying structured CrunchBase database. 30 We
nalyzed the top 200 entity instances with DBpedia links and the
op 149 instances without DBpedia links. We divided our analy-
is of the mentions with links into those that are out of domain,
re the results of errors in the named entity recognition module,
nd others. For those cases in which the modules did not ﬁnd a
ink, we classiﬁed the errors in the following categories: “entity
ot present in DBpedia”, “spelling variation but present in DBpe-
ia”, “not an entity or an event”, “conjunctions”, and “others”. In
he remainder of this subsection, we describe our analyses as well
s recommendations on how to overcome the domain speciﬁc er-
ors. 
In the 43,0 0 0 TechCrunch articles, the NewsReader pipeline
etected 807,088 entity mentions, which were aggregated into
12,611 unique entities. For 102,141 entities, links to DBpedia re-
ources were identiﬁed, covering 608,801 (75.43%) of the entity
entions. 
We inspected the links for the 200 most commonly occurring
ntity instances (representing 222,467 mentions) and found that
or 185 of the entities (212,133 mentions) the correct link had been
dentiﬁed. We categorized the 15 cases (10,334 mentions) in which
n incorrect link was provided as follows: 
Out of domain link (10 instances) If an entity outside the do-
main is prevalent in DBpedia, it may erroneously get cho-
sen over the domain entity that is meant in the text but
which is either not prevalent or not present in DBpedia. E.g.
‘Box’ is linked to http://dbpedia.org/resource/Box instead of
http://dbpedia.org/page/Box _ (company) . 
Error in Named Entity Recognition (5 instances) Mostly in-
correct entity boundaries, such as ‘no.’, which is linked to
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Norwegian _ language) . 
Many of the “out of domain” errors can be avoided by adapting
he linking module to give preference over in-domain entities. 
There were 198,287 mentions (110,470 unique) for which the
amed entity linking module could not ﬁnd a link to DBpedia.
e inspected the mentions that occurred more than 50 times in
ur dataset (covering 149 unique entities or 9986 mentions). The
reakdown of these entities is presented in Table 1 and the statis-
ics on the error analysis are presented in Table 2 . 
We included events labeled as entities in our analysis as they
ccurred in almost 8% of the cases. These are often nominal events
uch as “Startup Alley” and “Demo Day”. They are very speciﬁc to
he domain and behave very much like named entities. It is thus
ot surprising that they are labeled as such. Another important
ategory in TechCrunch are products (20.28%), as the news articles
n the technology domain is concerned with new product releases.
ecause the technology domain is made up of small startups that
ither make it or break, the companies and their products are less
stablished and thus less likely to occur in DBpedia, which is the29 http://techcrunch.com/ . 
30 https://www.crunchbase.com/ . 
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Table 2 
Types of errors in entity mentions occurring 50 or more times 
in TechCrunch corpus. 
Type # Mentions # Unique 
Entity not present in DBpedia 7776 (77.86%) 85 
Spelling variation/nickname 576 (5.76%) 4 
Recall error 135 (1.35%) 2 
Event 775 (7.76%) 8 
Not an entity or event 724 (7.25%) 10 
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Fig. 16. Illustration of events and situations in ESO (events are in boxes, situations 
in circles). 
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this information: 
31 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL . 
32 The ESO ontology and documentation can be found here: https://github.com/ 
newsreader/eso . ase in 77.86% or 85 unique entities of those analyzed. Alterna-
ively, we found that a signiﬁcant part of the entities could instead
e linked to the CrunchBase resource (54 unique entities, 62.56% of
he mentions that were not found in DBpedia). This resource also
rovides us with biographical information about persons and com-
any histories, therefore linking entities to CrunchBase seems a vi-
ble option for this domain. The Spotlight tool allows for the use
f such a customized database in addition to the generic resource
Bpedia to improve recall and precision of linking for a domain. 
Naming variations and nicknames are also found among the
amed entities, which often results in linking errors. We ﬁnd
or example “Mike Arrington” instead of “Michael Arrington” and
Zuck” as shorthand for “Mark Zuckerberg” as well as mentions
uch as “Ferriss” instead of “Tim Ferriss”. To investigate the in-
ocument variation of the entity mentions, a rule-based consolida-
ion script was devised that uses the string overlap between entity
entions to provide links to previously unlinked entity mentions.
his results in 24,947 entity mentions that previously had no link
ssigned to become linked. 
Overall, domain adaptation for entities is feasibly and can bene-
t greatly from the availability of additional domain resources. We
ummarize the main recommendations below: 
Give preference to in-domain entities to overcome entities be-
ing linked to the most popular entities in the general do-
main; 
Link to additional resources to overcome gaps in coverage of
DBpedia; 
In-domain coreference resolution to be able to link different
variants of the same name. 
Besides resolving acute issues within a domain, these steps can
lso result in the creation of a new resource with entities that
ere not registered before. For these entities surface forms (i.e.
pelling variations), typing information and relationships to other
ntities can be modeled, effectively creating a Dark DBpedia. 
.2. Event implications 
We explained how we derive RDF representations for the events
rom text in the previous Sections. However, events do not explain
he implications of the changes they refer to. We can imagine that
 report on a journey tells you about a person’s travel but that
e need to understand the precise meaning of the event to infer
here that person was at what point in time. We assume that for
ach domain and each application, there will be a speciﬁc set of
mplications that are important, e.g. the source, target and path of
he journey, while other semantic information, the speed or man-
er of traveling, may be less relevant. Rather than trying to pro-
ide a full ontological deﬁnition of all the events in general, we
ried to model the implications of events that matter for a spe-
iﬁc domain or application. We developed the Event and Situation
ntology [58] , that abstracts over the implications drawn by vari-
us ﬁne-grained event expressions and the associated participants
through mapping to the PredicateMatrix ). As such, it provides ayping system of events and a formal model to deﬁne the impli-
ations of these events and the entities affected by the event [58] .
he model captures the implications that matter for the domain
nd data set and can be seen as a way of domain modeling of
he events. Fig. 16 provides an example of the kind of knowledge
hat ESO captures. It shows that working relations can be derived
rom the implications of events, regardless of the precise way in
hich these relations started or ended. Rather than deﬁning the
ull meaning of events such as hire or ﬁre , ESO deﬁnes precisely
he implication for the working relation. 
Existing resources such as PropBank, VerbNet, FrameNet and
omBank provide the means to represent the role of individual
articipants of events. These resources mainly provide the infor-
ation about the events expressed by lexical items and the par-
icipants they entail. FrameNet deﬁnes a limited set of sub-events
nd causal relations and VerbNet provides some ﬁne-grained infor-
ation about implications of certain events. Such resources deﬁne
onstraints at the lexical conceptual level, but this is not suﬃcient
o reason about the implication that situations have on instances
nvolved. NewsReader extends this conceptual-relational approach
y capturing what speciﬁc events entail for situations that the text
efers to. This implies that events and all the required entities need
o be present in the representation of the text with their pertinent
oles and that the temporal conditions are met before conclusions
an be drawn on the implications. 
Previous work has addressed applying deductive reasoning over
rames [59] and the inference that can be deducted from events
y deﬁning pre- and post-situations [60] . However, to the best of
ur knowledge, no resource exists that provides the full picture of
vents, roles and implications for individual participants in such a
ay that it can be identiﬁed in text with semantic parsing tech-
ologies. Resources such as SUMO [61] and DOLCE [62] come close
roviding rich comprehensive speciﬁcations of the meaning of con-
epts. However, SUMO has a more generic focus and includes many
lasses and axioms that are not needed for our domain and it can
ot be coupled with a semantic parsing system. DOLCE, on the
ther hand, is too high level for our purposes. Because of these
ifferences in focus, not all information needed to model changes
n a speciﬁc domain, such as ﬁnance and commerce, is present.
oreoever, these resources do not consider the NLP platform and
he lexical resources needed to derive the implications from tex-
ual expressions. 
ESO is a hand-built OWL ontology 31 that represents events,
heir participants and relations between them on the instance
evel. It consists of 63 event classes, 65 ESO roles and 123 situa-
ion rule assertions. 32 ESO uses ﬁve basic components to capture
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Fig. 17. Shared properties of related dynamic and static events [58] . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 18. Non-formal transcription of the mappings, assertions and instantiation for 
the ESO class JoiningAnOrganization. 
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z  1. Event : this class is the root of the taxonomy of event types.
Any event detected in a text is an instance of some class of this
taxonomy; 
2. DynamicEvent : this is a subclass of Event for which dynamic
changes are deﬁned; 
3. StaticEvent : this is another subclass of Event for “static” event
types which capture more stable circumstances; 
4. Situation : the individuals of this class are actual pre, post and
during situations that are instantiated starting from the event
instances detected in the text; 
5. SituationRule : the individuals of this class encode the rules for
instantiating pre/post/during situations when a certain type of
event is detected. 
Events are built upon those FrameNet frames that occur most
frequently in a corpus consisting of 1.2 million news articles about
the automotive industry and the ﬁnancial domain processed by
the NewsReader pipeline. Each ESO class is mapped to one or
more FrameNet frames based on whether the pre and post situ-
ations deﬁned in ESO hold for the frame. This means that more
ﬁne-grained distinctions or differences in perspectives that can
be found in FrameNet are not maintained in ESO. For instance,
frames representing stealing, giving, supplying are all mapped to
eso:Giving regardless of how the change of ownership occurs. Like-
wise, ESO roles are mapped to (sets of) Frame Entities. In addi-
tion to FrameNet frames, ESO classes are linked to classes in SUMO
whenever possible. 
Fig. 17 illustrates the relations between dynamic events
and static events. ESO captures the story of being em-
ployed somewhere using three classes: the dynamic events
eso:JoiningAnOrganization and eso:LeavingAnOrganization and the
static class eso:BeingInEmployment . ESO explicitly models that be-
ing in employment is a post situation of joining an organization.
Furthermore, each pre-, post- and during-situation is deﬁned by
assertions that deﬁne the situation (here: employed-At and em-
ploys ). 
These explicit relations allow us to infer the reality of new
events based on the events we identify in text. For instance, if we
ﬁnd that someone is employed somewhere, we know that this per-
son joined the organization at some point in the past. If someone
leaves an organization we know that this person was employed
there, which in turn entails someone joined this organization ear-
lier on. The next Section will explain how we draw such inferences.
6.2.1. Reasoning and inferencing 
For all ESO classes, eso:SituationRule individuals are deﬁned.
These individuals trigger the pre-, during- or post-situation re-
lated to the class or set of classes it belongs to. Fig. 18 pro-ides a (non-formal) overview of classes, mappings, assertions of
he class eso:JoiningAnOrganization . In addition to the mapping to
rameNet and SUMO, assertions that distinguish the situation be-
ore the event and after the event are given. These assertions are
inked to an event through the aforementioned eso:SituationRules . 
In our employment example, eso:BeingInEmployment has the
ule eso:during_BeingInEmployment , and eso:JoiningAn - Organization
as two speciﬁc individuals: eso:pre_JoiningAn - Organization and
so:post_JoiningAnOrganization . The class eso:Situations speciﬁes
ow triples describing the situation must be deﬁned. For each
ssertion, three annotation properties are provided, deﬁning ex-
ctly what the role of the triple’s subject, predicate and ob-
ect are in the situation. For instance, the ﬁrst two assertions of
so:post_JoiningAnOrganization are: 
so : post _ JoiningAnOrganization _ assertion1 
eso : hasSituationAssertionSubject eso : employment 
−employee ;
eso : hasSituationAssertionProperty eso : employedAt ;
eso : hasSituationAssertionObject eso : employment 
−employer . 
so : post _ JoiningAnOrganization _ assertion2 
eso : hasSituationAssertionSubject eso : employment 
−employee ;
eso : hasSituationAssertionProperty eso : isEmployed 
eso : hasSituationAssertionObjectValue true . 
Using these assertions, it is possible to automatically infer that
n event that belongs to the eso:JoiningAnOrganization involves an
ntity for which eso:notEmployedAt that organization holds true
efore the event occurred and eso:EmployedAt the same organi-
ation applies to the entity afterwards. Hence, we infer a post-
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Fig. 19. The role of the KnowledgeStore in NewsReader. 
Fig. 20. KnowledgeStore architecture. 
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u  vent situation that corresponds to the situation modeled for
so:during_BeingInEmployment . 
In principle, only assertions involving participants that are iden-
iﬁed by the semantic role labeling and PredicateMatrix interpreta-
ion are ﬁred. We make an exception for ESO classes that express
elative changes for one of the participants (e.g. eso:Damaging,
so:Increasing ) where the changing attribute often remains implicit.
or such values, an OWL existential restriction is placed on the
oles in the assertion. This restriction will lead to the creation of a
lank node when no explicit role for the participant is found. For
 more elaborate explanation and extensive example, see Segers
t al. (2016) [58] . 
We developed a reasoner tool (called ESO reasoner ) for inferring
ituations from the detected event data. 33 The tool is structured as
 dedicated processor of RDFpro 34 [63] . It combines OWL DL rea-
oning and a simple rule engine. For any event identiﬁed in the
ext, the module provides OWL reasoning to identify the ESO trig-
er rules (if any) to be applied on that event. Based on the roles
ttached to the event, it instantiates the corresponding implica-
ions according to the rules. As the ESO reasoner reads the rules it
pplies directly from the ESO Domain Ontology (i.e. rules are not
ard-coded in the module), these rules can be revised or adapted
ithout any adaptation of the module itself. 35 
. KnowledgeStore and scalability 
The NewsReader system consists of a series of software mod-
les to process text and generate NAF and RDF output. The in-
ut text and the results of the processing are stored in a Knowl-
dgeStore that supports reasoning and inferencing over the data
nd provides access to the data through various APIs. In this sec-
ion, we explain the overall architecture and principles behind the
nowledgeStore and the capacity of the system to handle massive
ata. We describe the data sets processed in the project and the
calability issues of processing this data. 
.1. The KnowledgeStore 
The KnowledgeStore 36 [64] is a framework that contributes to
ridge the unstructured and structured worlds, enabling to jointly
tore, manage, retrieve, and semantically query both typologies of
ontents. First, the KnowledgeStore allows the user to store in its
hree interconnected layers all the typologies of content that have
o be processed and produced when dealing with unstructured
ontent and structured knowledge: 
• the resource layer stores the unstructured news and their anno-
tations; 
• the mention layer identiﬁes fragments of news denoting en-
tities/events (e.g. a take-over event), relations between en-
tity/event mentions (e.g., event participation), numerical quan-
tities (e.g. a share price); 
• the instance layer stores the structured descriptions of those
instances extracted from resources and merged with avail-
able structured knowledge (e.g. Linked Data sources, corporate
databases). 
Second, as shown in Fig. 19 , the KnowledgeStore acts as a
hared data space supporting the interaction of the modules and
ools (see Section 3 ), which can be roughly classiﬁed in: 33 https://github.com/dkmfbk/eso-reasoner . 
34 http://rdfpro.fbk.eu/ . 
35 An online demo for this tool is available on the project page: https:// 
nowledgestore2.fbk.eu/reasoner/ . 
36 http://knowledgestore.fbk.eu . 
c  
e
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r• News and RDF populators . These modules, developed as part of
the NewsReader activities, enable the bulk loading of structured
and unstructured content in the KnowledgeStore. The former
processes a collection of linguistically annotated news docu-
ments injecting content in all three layers of the Knowledge-
Store, while the latter augments the instance layer with Seman-
tic Web compliant resources available in RDF repositories. 
• single-document NLP pipelines . These pipelines ( Section 3 ) work
at the resource layer, and take care of processing a text docu-
ment enriching it with linguistic annotations. 
• cross-document NLP pipelines . These modules work at the men-
tion and instance layers, exploiting the work of the NLP
pipelines to instantiate, link, or enrich instances performing
tasks such as cross-document coreference (see Sections 4 and
5 ). 
• Decision Support Tool Suite (DSTS) . Finally, the decision support
tool suite queries the KnowledgeStore – mainly the instance
layer (although queries may also require to retrieve documents
and mentions) – to obtain the information about events and
narrative stories to be shown to users. 
.1.1. The KnowledgeStore architecture 
As introduced in Fig. 19 , the KnowledgeStore is a storage server:
he other NewsReader modules are KnowledgeStore clients that
tilize the services it exposes to store and retrieve all the shared
ontent they need and produce. Fig. 20 shows the overall Knowl-
dgeStore architecture, highlighting its client-server nature. 37 37 Not shown in Fig. 20 are the additional tools and scripts for managing the com- 
lexity of software deployment in a cluster environment (potentially a cloud envi- 
onment); they include, for example, the management scripts for infrastructure de- 
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o  7.1.1.1. Client side. The client side (upper part of Fig. 20 ) consists of
a number of applications that access the KnowledgeStore through
its two CRUD and SPARQL endpoints, either by direct HTTP inter-
action (for applications in any programming language), using the
speciﬁcally developed Java client (for Java applications) or any of
the available SPARQL client libraries for accessing the SPARQL end-
point, thanks to its standard-based nature. 
7.1.1.2. Server side. The server side part of the architecture (lower
part of Fig. 20 ) consists of a number of software components dis-
tributed on a cluster of machines that are accessed through a
KnowledgeStore frontend server: 
• the Hadoop HDFS ﬁlesystem provides a reliable and scalable
storage for the physical ﬁles holding the representation of re-
sources (e.g., texts and linguistic annotations of news articles); 
• the HBase column-oriented store builds on the Hadoop ﬁlesys-
tem to provide databases services for storing and querying
semi-structured information about resources and mentions; 
• the Virtuoso triple store stores and indexes crystallized axioms
to provide services supporting reasoning and online SPARQL
query answering, which cannot be easily and eﬃciently imple-
mented in HBase or Hadoop; 
• the OMID transaction manager 38 is used in combination with
HBase to enforce the transactional guarantees of Knowledge-
Store API operations; 
• the ZooKeeper synchronization service is used to access and
manage HBase nodes; 
• the KnowledgeStore frontend server has been speciﬁcally devel-
oped to implement the operations of the two CRUD and SPARQL
endpoints on top of the components listed above, handling
global issues such as access control, data validation and oper-
ation transactionality; 
• the ElasticSearch data store provides a database service for stor-
ing and querying semi-structured data; it can be used as an al-
ternative of HBase and it does not need any additional software
and/or server installed; in addition, it allows the user to install
a stand-alone version of the KnowledgeStore , without the need
of a multi-machine environment. 
7.2. Data sets 
The NewsReader system has been applied to various collections
of news in different languages. In Table 3 , we give some statistics
for some of these data sets. 
Wikinews 39 is a free multilingual open general news source op-
erated and supported by the Wikimedia foundation. We chose to
use this source as it enables us to link entities and events across
different language as well as its broad coverage. For English we
cleaned the Wikinews dump from 16 January 2014. This resulted in
18,510 news articles which we then processed using the pipeline.
This generated over 2.6M mentions of events and entities, repre-
senting 624K event instances and 45K entities. We furthermore see
how these entities are divided over persons, organizations and lo-
cations and how many of these have been mapped to DBpedia. We
extracted 9.7M triples from the news and the KnowledgeStore con-
tained over 95.9M triples with background knowledge in addition.
The KnowledgeStore instance populated with Wikinews is publicly
40 available. 
ployment (e.g. start-up & shut-down daemons, data backup & restoration and gath- 
ering of statistics). 
38 https://github.com/yahoo/omid . 
39 http://www.wikinews.org Last accessed: 7 April 2015 . 
40 https://knowledgestore2.fbk.eu/nwr/wikinews/ui 
ﬁ  
e
2We also applied the system to 212K articles on the FIFA world-
up in 2014 in Brazil, provided by LexisNexis, the BBC and the
uardian. This larger set yielded over 76.1M mentions and over
.3M instances. We extracted over 136M triples from the news,
hereas 109M triples were extracted from DBpedia as background
nowledge. 41 
The largest data set was provided by LexisNexis on the auto-
otive industry, consisting of nearly 2.5M English articles span-
ing the period 2003 - 2015. This yielded over 842M mentions of
vents and entities, resolving to 42M event instances and 2.2M en-
ities. In total, we extracted over 1.1 billion triples from the news
n combination with 94 million triples from DBpedia. 
The Airbus data set is the result of an experiment to show
ow our tools and methodology work with a cross-lingual cor-
us. We see here that we used 30 original English documents from
ikinews but also their translations to Spanish and Dutch as input
o derive the instances representations and triples across all three
ets of documents. The documents were processed by the pipelines
n each language creating a set of interoperable NAF ﬁles. We then
reated these NAF ﬁles in the same way as a set of NAF ﬁles from a
ingle language trying to resolve cross-document event and entity
oreference. In this data set we thus have mentions of the same
vents and entities across the three 42 languages that should ul-
imately resolve to the same entities and event instances in RDF.
o the best of our knowledge, no state of the art tool is capable
f producing such event-centric representations of the content of
ews articles in different languages. In Section 8 , we provide more
etails on the data set and the experiment. 
The ﬁnal data set, Dutch House, was created for a pilot for the
utch House of Parliament to process their archive created for a
arliamentary enquiry on the bank-crisis in the Netherlands. We
rocessed over 627K Dutch documents, yielding over 17,5M men-
ions of over 5.3M event instances and over 354K entities. In to-
al over 122M triples were extracted from the data set and 188M
riples were obtained from DBpedia as background information. 
The data sets illustrate that the system can handle massive
mounts of data on different domains and different languages
ithout any further adaptation. The generic knowledge resources
lay an important role to obtain suﬃcient coverage for these
ata sets. In addition to processing the textual sources as such,
e apply reasoning to the data to derive implications from the
vent data using ESO. For the cars data set for instance, the rea-
oner generated many additional triples representing 32M situ-
tions (15.5M pre-situations, 15.4M post-situations, 1M during-
ituations). In Section 8 , we will discuss the quality of the data as
roduced by the generic system. Obviously, the generic system can
e adapted to speciﬁc domains by extending DBpedia with lacking
ata, replacing DBpedia by other resources on entities or by adapt-
ng ESO to events that play an important role or implications that
atter. 
.3. Scalability 
In order to truly follow the news, we need to deal with mas-
ive amounts of data and elaborate linguistic analyses are com-
utationally expensive. We collaborated with SURFsara to examine
ow much news our system can handle in a day with the current
nglish pipeline. This research focused on processing a large batch
f data as quickly as possible, i.e., rather than increasing the ef-
ciency of components in the pipeline or reducing the processing41 This data set was used for a public Hackathon in June 2014, http://www. 
ventbrite.com/e/kick- off- newsreader- and- hack- 10 0 0 0 0- world- cup- articles- tickets- 
848605255 
42 The Italian pipeline was not yet completed at the time this corpus was created. 
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Table 3 
Statistics of the Event-Centric Knowledge Graphs built during the project. 
WikiNews FIFA WorldCup Cars (Ver. 3) Airbus Corpus Dutch House 
Topic General News Sport, Football Automotive Industry Airbus A380 Bank crisis 
News Providers Wikinews LexisNexis, BBC LexisNexis Wikinews Dutch House 
The Guardian of Parliament 
Language English English English English, Dutch, Spanish Dutch 
Populated in February 2015 May 2014 October 2015 February 2015 June 2015 
News Articles 18,510 212,258 2,316,158 90 (30 EN. 30 NL. 30 ES) 627,341 
Mentions 2,629,176 76,165,114 842,639,827 6415 17,583,997 
Events 624,439 9,387,356 42,296,287 2574 5,383,498 
Entities 45,592 858,982 2,263,156 934 354,857 
Persons 19,677 403,021 895,541 71 28,799 
in DBpedia 9744 40,511 126,140 19 949 
Organizations 15,559 431,232 1,139,170 806 10,803 
in DBpedia 6317 15,984 44,458 774 356 
Locations 10,356 24,729 228,445 57 32,046 
in DBpedia 7773 16,372 76,341 53 1056 
Triples 105,675,519 240,731,408 1,240,774,944 95,994,233 310,961,410 
from Mentions 9,700,585 136,135,841 1,146,601,954 19,299 122,665,094 
from DBpedia 95,974,934 104,595,567 94,172,990 95,974,934 188,296,316 
distilled from DBpedia 2014 DBpedia 3.9 DBpedia 2015 DBpedia 2014 DBpedia 2015 
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aime of the pipeline per document, 43 we optimized the overall pro-
ess by analyzing large amounts of documents in parallel. This was
one using Hadoop 44 [65] . We will provide a brief description of
ur approach and report on the processing setup and time for the
argest dataset of nearly 2.5 million news articles. More details on
hese approaches can be found in Kattenberg et al. [66] . 
Hadoop is a framework that can distribute processing across
lusters of machines. Hadoop Apache provides several libraries for
eveloping parallel applications. However, in NewsReader we are
ealing with a variety of existing applications that have different
equirements. We therefore use the Cascading software library. 45 
his library can handle complex workﬂows without reimplement-
ng individual components. The Cascading architecture can com-
ine any sequence of modules that take standard input and pro-
uce standard output, 46 as is the case for the NewsReader pipeline
n which all modules in NewsReader read and produce NAF. 
The largest dataset processed within NewsReader consisted of
,498,633 documents. These documents were part of 11 years of
ews on the car industry provided by LexisNexis and were selected
ased on their length (1,0 0 0 - 40 0 0 characters). The data was pro-
essed on SURFsara’s Hadoop cluster consisting of 170 nodes, 1400
ores and 2 petabytes of data storage. Processing the entire cor-
us cost 198,134 CPU hours (the average time per document lying
round 4.4 minutes). Hadoop is shared among users and we man-
ged to process approximately 40 0 0 documents per hour on av-
rage. In ideal circumstances, with the full Hadoop cluster being
vailable, it would take 141.5 hours to process the full corpus, with
n average of approximately 425,0 0 0 articles per day. 
Regarding the KnowledgeStore , several tests assessing its scal-
bility were performed. We assessed the performance both in data
opulation and data retrieval. The complete analysis is described in
orcoglioniti et al. [64] . For data population, we analyzed both the
mpact of resource size (i.e., number of mentions per NAF ﬁle) and
f the dataset size in the population of the resource and mention43 Within NewsReader, we also worked on reducing processing time for a single 
ocument for a live stream setting. In this approach, we apply NLP modules in par- 
llel where possible reducing the average processing time per document by half. 
he two approaches support different scenarios (dealing with a batch of document 
r an individual document as quickly as possible). 
44 https://hadoop.apache.org/ . 
45 http://www.cascading.org 
46 The design and implementation of the Cascading system architecture were car- 
ied out by Mathijs Kattenberg from SURFsara. 
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payers of the KnowledgeStore . 47 For the impact of resource size
nalysis, results show that the population rates inversely correlate
ith the average number of mentions per news article, while for
he impact of dataset size, the population rate can be considered
oughly constant during the whole population process, thus sug-
esting that consistent population performances can be achieved
iven the software infrastructure the KnowledgeStore builds on.
or data retrieval, we tested the performances of the data retrieval
perations offered by the KnowledgeStore (SPARQL queries and re-
ource, mention and ﬁle retrieval) with different dataset sizes and
umbers of concurrent clients. Adding new clients determines an
ncrease of throughput with minor changes of the evaluation time
p to a certain threshold, after which all the physical resources
f the system (mainly CPU cores) are saturated, the throughput re-
ains (almost) constant, and the evaluation time increases linearly
s requests are queued for later evaluation. Concerning the effect
f the dataset size on retrieval performances, a ∼15 times increase
n the number of news articles, from 81K news articles to 1.3M
ews articles, caused ‘only’ a ∼2 times decrease in the through-
ut, from 21,126 to 10,212 requests/h for 64 clients. We believe all
hese ﬁndings are extremely signiﬁcant for the practical adoption
f the system, as all the evaluations were made on real-world data.
ote that the tools for running the evaluation, in particular those
or testing the data retrieval performances of a KnowledgeStore in-
tance, are included in the KnowledgeStore source code, and docu-
ented on the KnowledgeStore web-site. 48 
The KnowledgeStore was also successfully exploited in two
ewsReader Hackathons organized in Amsterdam and London in
anuary 2015, as well as during two User Evaluations, held in Am-
terdam in January 2015 and November 2015. During these events,
he running KnowledgeStore instance was accessed through its
PI and the SPARQL endpoint, and it effectively handled a large
mount of queries (117K), with peaks of 40 requests per second. 
. Evaluation 
The NewsReader system consists of a cascade of NLP modules
nd a single high-level component that takes the output of the NLP47 We ignored the population of the instance layer: the population of the resource 
nd mention layers is around three order of magnitude slower than the population 
f the instance layer, and thus dominates and determines the overall population 
erformances. 
48 https://knowledgestore.fbk.eu/test-tools.html 
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Table 4 
Document level annotation in English (EN), Dutch (NL), Italian 
(IT), and Spanish (ES) in the MEANTIME corpus. 
EN NL IT ES 
# ﬁles 120 120 120 120 
# sentences 597 597 597 597 
# tokens 13,981 14,647 15,676 15,843 
event_mentions 2096 1510 2208 2223 
entity_mentions 2790 2729 2709 2704 
timex3 525 480 507 486 
refers_to 2983 2516 3054 3015 
tlink 1789 1516 1711 2186 
clink 50 48 61 61 
has_part 1978 1930 1865 2152 
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f  modules as input to generate the ECKGs, which are RDF triples.
Obviously, the quality of the different NLP modules determines to
a large extent the quality of the ﬁnal ECKGs in RDF. However to
some extent, the semantic resources and models can also elimi-
nate errors from the NLP modules that do not make any sense.
In this section, we will ﬁrst describe the evaluation results of the
main NLP modules that produce semantic output: NERC, NED, SRL,
TIMEX and next speciﬁc evaluations that focus on the ECKGs as the
ﬁnal output of the system which is built from the NLP output. First,
we describe the speciﬁc evaluation data sets that were developed
in the project for evaluation. 
8.1. Evaluation data 
We annotated two speciﬁc data sets for the evaluation of
NewsReader. The MEANTIME corpus [67] was developed to test
the high-level semantic NLP modules. The ECB+ corpus [68] on
the other hand was developed for the evaluation of the cross-
document event-coreference, which is the basis of the ECKGs. 
8.1.1. MEANTIME 
The NewsReader MEANTIME (Multilingual Event ANd TIME)
corpus is a semantically annotated corpus of 480 English, Italian,
Spanish, and Dutch news articles [67] . 49 The English section of the
corpus consists of articles from Wikinews ( http://en.wikinews.org )
about four topics: Airbus and Boeing, Apple Inc., Stock market , and
General Motors, Chrysler and Ford . The Spanish, Italian and Dutch
sections are translations of the English articles aligned at the sen-
tence level. The texts have been manually annotated in each lan-
guage at multiple levels, including entities, events, temporal infor-
mation, semantic roles, and intra-document and cross-document
event and entity coreference Table 4 presents statistics about the
MEANTIME corpus. 
8.1.2. ECB+ 
The Event Coreference Bank or ECB was developed by Bejan
and Harabagiu (2010) [69] to test cross-document event corefer-
ence. It contains 43 different seminal events or so-called topics
with about 10 to 20 different news articles reporting on this event.
Across these articles, many mentions of events are coreferential.
The ECB+ corpus [68] is an extended and re-annotated version of
ECB, where we extended the ECB topics with texts about different
event instances of the same event type. For example in addition
to the topic of a speciﬁc celebrity checking into a rehab presented
in ECB, we added descriptions of another event involving a differ-
ent celebrity checking into another rehab facility. Likewise, we in-
creased the referential ambiguity for the event mentions. Table 5
shows some examples of the seminal events represented in ECB+
with different event instances. Table 6 shows some statistics on49 http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/data/wikinews/ the data, most notably 1983 coreference chains, corresponding to
nstance in the NewsReader terminology, group 6833 mentions of
vents. On average, 1.8 sentence per article was annotated. 
.2. NLP Modules 
In Table 7 , we show an overview of the results on standard data
ets in the literature for the main NLP modules in the pipeline
escribed in Section 4.1 : NERC, NED, SRL and TIMEX detection
nd normalization. We provide the results for four languages (al-
hough for some languages, evaluation data is not available for ev-
ry task). Every module is evaluated using the standard metrics
nd datasets for each task and compared with the state-of-the-
rt. All the NewsReader modules obtain state of the art perfor-
ances for every task and language [70] . For NERC, we can see
hat NewsReader improves over the state-of-the-art for English,
panish and Dutch and we used the state-of-the-art system from
valita 2007 for Italian. For NED, the English and Spanish results
erform lower than the state-of-the-art, but the use of DBpedia
potlight in NewsReader was also motivated by its suitability for
ntegration of a ready to use NED service for all four languages of
he project and the option of easily building modules for disam-
iguation and wikiﬁcation. 
For NED, the evaluation metrics used in standard datasets and
EANTIME differ. In the case of TAC 2011 and TAC 2012, the mea-
ure used is the B-Cubed + F 1 50 which measures the correctness of
lusters. In contrast, we used a standard F 1 measure on the MEAN-
IME task, which makes the results diﬃcult to compare. In addi-
ion, the MEANTIME NED results also depend on the performance
f the NERC system since we applied NED to the automatically
xtracted entities. As mentioned in 4.1 , we use the MATE tools
71] for English and Spanish SRL, which achieve the state-of-the-
rt on the CoNLL 2009 task for English. This module also obtains
omparable results to the state of the art for Spanish in the same
ask. For the TIMEX detection and normalization there are only few
esults to compare with. NewsReader either sets the state-of-the-
rt or is very close to it. 
The standard data sets and tasks mentioned above often pro-
ide both the training data and the test data. These results can
e considered in-domain evaluations, where supervised machine
earning is the most common approach. In Table 8 we there-
ore show the results of studying the performance of NewsReader
LP modules in out-of-domain data using the MEANTIME corpus
67] . 51 
The text genre of MEANTIME is Wikinews, which is not that
ifferent from the standard datasets evaluated in Table 7 . How-
ver, differences in the gold standard annotation of MEANTIME re-
ult in signiﬁcant disagreements regarding the span of the anno-
ations [67] . For example, named entity spans in MEANTIME differ
rom standard datasets such as CoNLL 2002 and 2003 as mentions
nclude modiﬁers, for example articles: ‘the United States’ versus
United States’, or adjectives: ‘new, faster iPhone’ versus ‘iPhone’.
egarding the SRL, the annotation in MEANTIME sets the relations
etween events as SLINKs. In other words, events are not anno-
ated as roles of other events. However, these cases are taken into
ccount by our SRL module because it has been trained with the
oNLL 2009 dataset. This is reﬂected in the performance of our SRL
odules in MEANTIME. 
The phrase based F 1 evaluation used in both in-domain and
ut-of-domain settings punishes any bracketing error as both
alse positive and negative. Thus, these span-related disagreements50 The scorer is available at http://www.nist.gov/tac/2012/KBP/tools/ . 
51 By out-of-domain, we mean that the models were trained on other data sets 
han the one tested. 
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Table 5 
Overview of seminal events in ECB and ECB + , topics 1–10. 
Topic Seminal event type Human participant Time Location Number of documents 
ECB ECB+ ECB ECB+ ECB ECB+ ECB ECB+ 
1 rehab check-in T. Reid L. Lohan 2008 2013 Malibu Rancho Mirage 18 21 
2 Oscars host announced H. Jackman E. Degeneres 2010 2014 – – 10 11 
3 inmate escape Brian Nicols, 4 dead A.J. Corneaux Jr. 2008 2009 court house prison 9 11 
Atlanta Texas 
4 death B. Page E. Williams 2008 2013 LA LA 14 10 
5 head coach Philadelphia 76ers Philadelphia 76ers 2008 2005 – – 13 10 
ﬁred M. Cheeks J. O’Brien 
6 ”Hunger Games” C. Weitz G. Ross 2008 2012 – – 9 11 
sequel negotiations 
7 IBF, IBO, WBO W. Klitchko W. Klitchko 2008 2012 Germany Switzerland 11 11 
titles defended H. Rahman T. Thompson 
8 explosion at bank – – 2008 2012 Oregon Athens 8 11 
9 ESA changes Bush Obama 2008 2009 – – 10 13 
10 eigth-year offer Angels Red Socks 2008 2008 – – 8 13 
M. Teixeira M. Teixeira 
Table 6 
ECB+ statistics. 
ECB+ # 
Topics 43 
Texts 982 
Action mentions 6833 
Location mentions 1173 
Time mentions 1093 
Human participant mentions 4615 
Non-human participant mentions 1408 
Coreference chains 1958 
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ther annotation guidelines, as shown in Table 8 . 
For comparison, we also run the state-of-the-art systems on the
EANTIME data for NERC. The results show that also these sys-
ems suffer from the genre and annotation differences between
he standard data sets and MEANTIME. However, the results clearly
emonstrate that the Newsreader NERC module performs better inTable 7 
Benchmarking of NLP modules using standard metrics and data
English 
NERC Standard dataset CoNLL 2003 
SoA reference Passos [72] 
SoA F 1 90 .90 
NewsReader F 1 91 .36 
NED Standard dataset TAC 2011 
SoA reference Barrena [76] 
SoA F 1 81 .55 
NewsReader F 1 62 .90 
SRL Standard dataset CoNLL 2009 
SoA reference Nugues [71] 
SoA 85 .63 
NewsReader F 1 85 .63 
TIMEX detection Standard dataset TempEval3 
SoA reference Lee [79] 
SoA 83 .10 
NewsReader F 1 84 .71 
TIMEX normalization Standard dataset TempEval3 
SoA reference Lee [79] 
SoA 82 .40 
NewsReader F 1 72 .16 
a The Dutch SRL evaluation was carried out as follows. The
of the SoNaR corpus were parsed by Alpino. Alpino’s output w
matched (leading to 47,889 instances in total), 10-fold cross-
semantic role classiﬁcation and not the detection of predicateshe MEANTIME out-of-domain evaluation settings than the state-
f-the-art systems at this time. 
.3. Event-centric knowledge graphs 
We performed four types of evaluations to test the quality of
he ECKGs produced by NewsReader on top of the output of the
LP modules described in the previous subsection: 1) event coref-
rence across different documents, 2) RDF triples extracted, 3) rea-
oning over event implications using ESO and 4) the cross-lingual
nteroperability of our reading technology. We will discuss these
valuations in the following subsections. 
.3.1. Cross-document event coreference evaluation 
The MEANTIME data hardly contains any cross-document event
oreference data since the news originates from a single source
nd is spread over time for speciﬁc entities. For the cross-
ocument event-coreference, we therefore used the ECB+ data set
hat is speciﬁcally designed for this purpose. We compare thesets. 
Spanish Dutch Italian 
CoNLL 2002 SoNaR Evalita 2007 
Carreras [73] Desmet [74] Zanoli [75] 
81 .39 84 .91 82 .10 
84 .16 87 .72 82 .10 
TAC 2012 N/A N/A 
Monahan [77] 
62 .22 N/A N/A 
50 .00 N/A N/A 
CoNLL 2009 SoNaR N/A 
Zhao [78] 
80 .46 N/A 
79 .91 74 .02 a N/A 
TempEval3 N/A Evalita 2014 
Strötgen [51] Mirza [53] 
85 .33 82 .70 
85 .33 N/A 82 .70 
TempEval3 N/A Evalita 2014 
Strötgen [51] Manfred [80] 
85 .33 70 .90 
85 .33 N/A 68 .40 
 e-magazines, magazines, press and newspaper portion 
as matched with the gold and for those instances that 
validation was carried out. The evaluation thus reﬂect 
 and roles. 
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Table 8 
F 1 scores for out-of-domain benchmarking of NLP modules using MEANTIME. 
English Spanish Dutch Italian 
SoA reference Stanford NER Stanford NER Desmet [74] Zanoli [75] 
SoA F 1 66 .96 47 .48 48 .44 46 .85 
NERC 70 .90 62 .14 63 .93 46 .85 
NED 64 .22 65 .87 51 .44 60 .37 
SRL 34 .78 29 .68 26 .76 31 .62 
TIME detection 80 .50 78 .30 50 .20 85 .70 
TIME normalization 68 .50 62 .20 41 .90 64 .60 
Table 9 
Reference results macro averaged over ECB + corpus as reported by Yang et al. [81] for state-of-the-art machine learning sys- 
tems as compared to 3 NewsReader based systems: NWR −GOLD = the results of cross-document corefence using the gold-data 
for event detection, NWR −ARM = standard setting of NewsReader with at least one matching participant in any role (AR), time 
month match and action concept and phrase match with 30%, TEvalGOLD = cross-document results using event detection CRF 
module trained with TempEval 2013 gold data. 
ECB + MUC BCUB CEAFe CoNLL 
Topics 24–43 R P F 1 R P F 1 R P F 1 F 1 
LEMMA 55 .4% 75 .10% 63 .80% 39 .60% 71 .70% 51% 61 .10% 36 .20% 45 .50% 53 .40% 
HDDCRP 67 .10% 80 .30% 73 .10% 40 .60% 73 .10% 53 .50% 68 .90% 38 .60% 49 .50% 58 .70% 
NWR 42 .58% 50 .08% 46 .03% 45 .64% 44 .99% 45 .31% 46 .94% 33 .08% 38 .81% 43 .38% 
TEvalGOLD 39 .41% 59 .89% 47 .54% 40 .32% 58 .82% 47 .85% 44 .16% 38 .02% 40 .86% 45 .42% 
NWR-GOLD 44 .97% 71 .63% 55 .25% 56 .62% 80 .47% 66 .47% 75 .62% 45 .15% 56 .54% 59 .42% 
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52 The reason that it is not 100% is because the NewsReader system could not NewsReader results with Yang et al. [81] , who report the best re-
sults on ECB + and compare their results to other systems that have
so far only been tested on ECB and not on ECB+. Yang et al.use
a distance-dependent Chinese Restaurant Process (DDCRP [82] ),
which is an inﬁnite clustering model that can account for data de-
pendencies. They deﬁne a hierarchical variant (HDDCRP) in which
they ﬁrst cluster event mentions and data within a document and
next cluster the within document clusters across documents. Their
hierarchical strategy is similar to our approach using event com-
ponents, in the sense that event data can be scattered over mul-
tiple sentences in a document and needs to be gathered ﬁrst. Our
approach differs in that we use a semantic representation to cap-
ture all event properties and do a logical comparison, while Yang
et al. as well as the other methods they report on are based on
machine learning methods (both unsupervised clustering and su-
pervised mention based comparison). Yang et al. also report on a
lemma-baseline as proposed by Cybulska and Vossen [68] , where
all event mentions with the same lemma within and across docu-
ments are simply joined in a single coreference set. 
Yang et al. test their system on topics 24–43 while they used
topics 1–20 as training data and topics 21–23 as the develop-
ment set. They do not report on topics 44 and 45. To compare
our results with theirs, we also used topics 24–43 for testing. In
Table 9 , we give Yang’s lemma baseline (LEMMA), Yang’s best re-
sults (HDDCRP), and the out-of-the-box results for NewsReader re-
sults (NWR), in which at least one participant needs to match
regardless of its role, the events need to have matching Word-
Net synsets for 30% and the time-anchors need to have the same
month and year value. This NewsReader system is not trained on
the ECB + data set at all and just uses logical comparison of event
data. 
First of all, we can see that both Yang’s HDDCRP and the lemma
baseline outperform NewsReader system by 15 and 10 points in
CoNLL F 1 score [83] , which is the average of the F 1 scores for MUC
[84] , B3 [85] , CEAF [86] . However, Yang et al. report that their sys-
tem at ﬁrst had an out-of-the-box accuracy for event detection of
56%. They therefore trained a separate Conditional Random Field
(CRF) event detection system with event annotations of the ﬁrst
20 topics (about half of the data set). This classiﬁer has an accu-
racy of 95% on event detection and was used as the input for both
phe LEMMA baseline as HDDCRP. For comparison, the NewsReader
ystem has an out-of-the-box accuracy of 67.1%, where events are
etected by the MATE tool which is trained on PropBank data.
learly, what events have been annotated and how they were an-
otated has a big impact on the results. 
To see the impact of the event detection on the actual event-
oreference results, we therefore add two other versions of the
ewsReader system: 1) TEvalGOLD replaces the NewsReader event
etection by a CRF classiﬁer trained with SemEval 2013 - TempE-
al 3 gold data [87] and 2) NWR-GOLD used the gold-annotation
f the event detection. The event detection accuracy of TEvalGOLD
s 73.1% and the accuracy for NWR-GOLD is 97%. 52 We can see
hat TEvalGOLD performs 2 points higher on event-coreference and
WR-GOLD outperforms Yang et al.by almost 1 point even though
he NWR-GOLD event detection accuracy is only a little higher than
ang’s. Also note that the NewsReader event-coreference uses log-
cal semantic comparison and is not trained on the ECB+ data set.
e thus can expect its performance to be relatively stable across
ata sets, whereas Yang et al.s system is expected to perform sig-
iﬁcantly lower when applied to out-of-domain data. 
.3.2. Triple evaluation 
Event coreference leads to RDF structures with triples for event
elations with participants and time anchorings. It thus makes
ense to evaluate the triples in addition to event coreference. The
esults reported here have been described in [1] . The evaluation
as conducted on 100 randomly selected events extracted from
he MEANTIME dataset. These events yielded 1043 triples of the
DF-SEM data, with each triple independently evaluated by two
aters. Raters checked the triples against the original sources from
hich they have been extracted by resolving the gaf:denotedBy re-
ations. A strict evaluation was applied: a mistake in any element
f the triple qualiﬁes the whole triple as wrong. 
Table 10 presents the resulting triple accuracy on the whole
valuation dataset, as well as the accuracy on each subgraph com-
osing it, obtained as average of the assessment of each rater pair.rocess one of the evaluation ﬁles due to formatting problems. 
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Table 10 
Quality triple evaluation of SEM-RDF extracted from MEAN- 
TIME. 
S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 All 
Triples 267 256 261 259 1043 
Accuracy 0 .607 0 .525 0 .552 0 .548 0 .551 
κ 0 .623 0 .570 0 .690 0 .751 
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Fig. 21. RDF-TRiG representation of entities and events merged from English, Span- 
ish and Dutch Wikinews. 
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tor each subgraph, the agreement between the rater pair is also
eported, computed according to the Cohen’s kappa coeﬃcient ( κ).
The results show an overall accuracy of 0.551, varying between
.525 and 0.607 on each subgraph. The Cohen’s kappa values, rang-
ng from 0.570 and 0.751, show a substantial agreement between
he raters of each pair. Drilling down these numbers on the type
f triples considered — typing triples (rdf:type), annotation triples
rdfs:label), participation triples (properties modeling event roles
ccording to PropBank, FrameNet, and ESO), the accuracy on an-
otation triples is higher (0.772 on a total of 101 triples), while it
s slightly lower for typing (0.522 on 496 triples) and participation
riples (0.534 on 446 triples). Further drilling down on participa-
ion triples, the accuracy is higher for PropBank roles (0.559) while
t is lower on FrameNet (0.438) and ESO roles (0.407), which re-
ects the fact that the SRL tool used is trained on PropBank, while
rameNet and ESO triples are obtained via mapping. 
Looking at the event candidates in the evaluation dataset, 69
f them (out of 100) were conﬁrmed as proper events by both
aters. Of the 17 candidate coreferring events (i.e. those having
ultiple mentions), only four of them were marked as correct by
oth raters (i.e. both raters stated that all mentions were actually
eferring to the same event) while in a couple of cases an event
as marked as incorrect because of one wrong mention out of
our, thus causing all the triples of the event to be marked as in-
orrect. To stress the aforementioned strict evaluation criteria, we
ote that, the triple accuracy rises to 0.697 on a total of 782 triples
f we ignore all coreferring events (and their corresponding triples)
n the evaluation dataset. Table 11 shows the details for both the
ull evaluation and the evaluation when the event coreference are
gnored. Note that applying cross-document event coreference to
EANTIME does not make much sense since the news is spread
ver time and comes from a single source. It is therefore not sur-
rising that cross-document coreference detection does more harm
han good. 
.3.3. ESO 
ESO and its implications are evaluated on MEANTIME. We per-
ormed a quality analysis on this corpus by passing it through
he NewsReader pipeline, adding it to the KnowledgeStore and en-
iching the sets by applying the ESO reasoner. Table 12 provides
 quantitative overview of the events and ESO classes that were
ound in the corpus. The pipeline identiﬁed 5443 distinct events,
508 of which were linked to an ESO class. The “ESO events” in-
luded 4 4 4 events with inferred pre- and post-situations and 52
vents that have a during-situation. 53 
We randomly selected one ESO event for low frequency classes
gainst two ESO events for high frequency classes out of the events
hat inferred a situation. The total selection consisted of 43 events
ith pre- and post-situations and 9 with a during-situation lead-
ng to a total of 52 ESO events. 54 For these events, we checked
he original sentence they were derived from and veriﬁed whether
he ESO class and inferences made sense and the correct instances53 Recall that situation rules are only triggered when the implied participants are 
resent. 
54 The data and analysis can be found at https://github.com/newsreader/eso 
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s  ere identiﬁed. We found 37 events (71.1%) with a correct class
abel and 18 events (41.8%) with correct pre- and post-situations.
he set of events with a during-situation was correct in 66.6% of
he cases. Overall, 21 out of 52 inspected ESO events were found to
e correct. Table 13 provides an overview of these results. The fact
hat the results for the pre- and post-situations (41.8%) are higher
han the ESO roles assigned to the events (40% in the triple evala-
ion) points to the phenomenon that NewsReader overgenerates
vents and roles. If these events and roles do not make sense as
 combination according to ESO, they do not trigger a rule. Strict
odeling of events through an ontology such as ESO thus results in
rystalization of the extracted knowledge, i.e. only interpretations
hat lead to semantic closure within the model remain. 
.3.4. Cross-lingual reading 
The semantic interoperability of NewsReader makes it possible
o test cross-lingual reading [88] . The MEANTIME data set con-
ains translations of English articles to Dutch, Spanish and Italian
y professional translators. In the ideal case that the pipelines for
he four languages generate the same output, our conversion from
AF should generate the same RDF structure regardless of the in-
ut given, i.e. the RDF derived from the English NAF should be
dentical to the RDF derived from any of the translations or any
ombination. In this sense, cross-lingual processing is not different
rom merging interpretations across different NAF ﬁles in the same
anguage, as we have discussed for the two titles of the English ar-
icles. 
We therefore used the pipelines for English, Spanish, Italian and
utch to process the MEANTIME data sets in the four languages.
ext, we applied the IDAP procedure to each NAF ﬁle and across all
he NAF ﬁles. In Fig. 21 , we show a RDF-TRiG result for the entity
irbus and the event negotiate merged across English, Spanish, Ital-
an and Dutch NAF ﬁles. Especially for the event, we see how dif-
erent labels were merged and the ontological types are obtained
cross the different language NAF ﬁles. Both examples show men-
ions across the translations. 
To carry out the cross-lingual evaluation, we compared the
panish, Italian and Dutch data against the English data, calculat-
ng the coverage of the English mentions by the other languages
or the above data. We cannot calculate true recall and precision
ince the English output cannot be seen as a gold standard. We
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Table 11 
Detailed quality triple evaluation of SEM-RDF extracted from Wikinews with and without taking even-coreference into account. 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Overall 
Trp Avg κ Trp Avg κ Trp Avg κ Trp Avg κ Trp Avg 
ALL 267 0 .607 0 .623 256 0 .525 0 .57 261 0 .552 0 .69 259 0 .548 0 .751 1043 0 .551 
TYPES 122 0 .594 0 .649 115 0 .539 0 .585 137 0 .504 0 .65 122 0 .578 0 .748 496 0 .522 
LABELS 28 0 .768 0 .7 26 0 .788 0 .661 24 0 .729 0 .684 23 0 .804 0 .862 101 0 .772 
ROLES 117 0 .581 0 .591 115 0 .452 0 .509 100 0 .575 0 .735 114 0 .465 0 .718 446 0 .534 
PROPBANK 39 0 .628 0 .629 39 0 .423 0 .633 30 0 .583 0 .796 28 0 .554 0 .928 136 0 .559 
FRAMENET 77 0 .461 0 .559 73 0 .438 0 .445 90 0 .489 0 .645 105 0 .424 0 .63 345 0 .438 
ESO 26 0 .5 0 .692 25 0 .4 0 .5 38 0 .368 0 .435 29 0 .345 0 .545 118 0 .407 
Without event coreference: 
ALL 207 0 .732 0 .447 188 0 .601 0 .491 184 0 .731 0 .683 203 0 .7 0 .625 782 0 .697 
TYPES 91 0 .731 0 .483 91 0 .566 0 .578 96 0 .672 0 .649 93 0 .758 0 .561 371 0 .663 
LABELS 23 0 .87 0 .617 20 0 .925 0 17 0 .912 0 .638 19 0 .974 0 79 0 .937 
ROLES 93 0 .699 0 .419 77 0 .558 0 .37 71 0 .768 0 .724 91 0 .582 0 .639 332 0 .678 
PROPBANK 32 0 .734 0 .472 25 0 .56 0 .516 20 0 .825 0 .828 23 0 .674 0 .901 100 0 .72 
FRAMENET 56 0 .58 0 .387 58 0 .457 0 .41 70 0 .607 0 .615 79 0 .563 0 .512 263 0 .548 
ESO 17 0 .706 0 .433 20 0 .375 0 .468 21 0 .571 0 .438 21 0 .476 0 .432 79 0 .557 
Table 12 
ESO related statistics of the populated KnowledgeStore 
of the MEANTIME Corpus. 
Component Number 
Events 5443 
ESO events 2508 
ESO events with ESO roles 736 
ESO events with pre and post situations 4 4 4 
ESO events with a during situation 52 
Table 13 
Results of the analysis of ESO events with during or pre/post sit- 
uation assertions derived from the MEANTIME corpus. 
ESO events with pre/post or during situation 495 
Number of events inspected 52 (10 .5%) 
Number events insp. with a pre/post situation 43 
Number events insp. with a during situation 9 
Correct class label 37 (71 .1%) 
Correct pre and post situation(s) 18 (41 .8%) 
Correct during situation(s) 6 (66 .6%) 
Correct ESO events 21 (50%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 22. Identical triples across different languages. 
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K  evaluated the results with respect to the entities, the events and
the triples extracted. Table 14 gives the results. 
For the entities, where we only consider entities matched to
DBpedia, we see that all four languages generate more or less the
same number of instances and mentions. The overlap of Spanish,
Italian and Dutch with English is also very compatible, with macro
and micro averaged coverage of 35.5 up to 40.3 and 37.1 up to
44.8 respectively. Obviously for events the coverage is lower and
varies more. The Italian pipeline detected more events than En-
glish, whereas Spanish and Dutch detected about half of the events
compared to English, both in terms of instances and mentions.
Coverage results are nevertheless very similar across the languages,
with Dutch performing a bit lower than the other languages. The
Italian pipeline clearly over-generates events compared to the oth-
ers. Overall the coverage of the events is lower than for entities.
The latter applies even more for the overlap of triples. Although
the amount of triples generated is just a bit lower than for En-
glish, all languages have very low coverage of the English triples.
Obviously this is due to the constraint that the event, the entities
and the roles need to match across the pipelines to have a positive
coverage result. 
Inspecting the results for the more frequent cases shows some
interesting insights. First of all, the entity United_States_dollar with
146 mentions in English in the data set, turned out to be a system-tic error in the English pipeline that is not mirrored by the other
anguages. The English pipeline erroneously linked mentions of the
S to the dollar instead of the country. The second observation re-
ates to the granularity of the mapping. For example in the case
f the airbus data, Boeing is the most frequent entity in all four
anguages. The more speciﬁc entity Boeing_Commercial_Airplanes is
owever only detected in English and not in any of the other lan-
uages. This is due to the fact that the mappings across Wikipedia
rom the other language to English are at a more coarse-grained
evel. 
For the events and triples there is no clear pattern emerging.
he differences seem to relate to many different factors among
hich the difference in the resources used in the pipeline. Finally,
ig. 22 shows some examples of triples shared by all four lan-
uages. The above comparison is unique in its kind and provides
n excellent basis for comparing semantic NLP pipelines across lan-
uages. In future research, we will put forward such data sets as
asks for cross-lingual semantic parsing to the community. 
. Discussion 
The NewsReader system ultimately matches unstructured text
ith Semantic Web resources and standards. We rely heavily on
nowledge resources in this process. Although our NLP systems
erform at state-of-the-art level, the quality of the knowledge re-
ources plays a major role, e.g. coverage of FrameNet and ESO
etermines the proportions of implications that we can derive.
nowledge resources are skewed in terms of the data given (pop-
P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 23 
Table 14 
Entities, events and triples extracted for English, Spanish, Italian and Dutch Wikinews with proportion of coverage, measured as macro and micro coverage. I = instances, 
M = mentions, O = overlap, maC = macro-average over all document results, miC = microAverage over all mentions. 
English Spanish Italian Dutch 
I M I M O maC miC I M O maC miC I M O maC miC 
DBPedia entities 376 2293 371 2069 1308 35 .5 44 .8 354 1507 963 37 .1 41 .2 394 1922 1041 40 .3 43 .7 
Events 1309 3668 600 1672 879 26 .4 24 .1 1989 4024 822 32 .6 23 .0 686 1965 618 19 .3 16 .7 
Triples 853 3410 355 1420 1423 3 .1 3 .1 572 2287 2301 0 .6 0 .6 420 1678 1706 0 .7 0 .7 
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Table 15 
Mentions to instance reduction for 2.5M English news ar- 
ticles on the automotive industry from 2003 until 2015. 
Type Mentions Instances Ratio 
Event 420,010,878 42,296,287 10 .07% 
Person 16,821,830 895,541 5 .32% 
Organization 23,841,719 1,139,170 4 .78% 
Location 11,839,365 228,445 1 .93% 
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e  lar entities have more data and are preferred due to overﬁtting)
nd still lack considerable amount of data (dark entities). Also the
uality of these resources across languages varies considerably. 
We applied deeper semantic evaluations of the end result of
ewsReader both at the level of the triples extracted and the ESO
ypes, roles and derived situations. Both evaluations are unique in
ts kind. We came to the interesting observation that semantic pro-
essing is on the one hand complex and error prone due to many
ependencies across modules and resources but that there is also
 crystalization effect. Crystalization means that errors that do not
ake sense or do not result in coherent pieces of information tend
o get ignored in the ﬁnal representation. As such we can see that
 1 -measures of basic modules such as NERC that score higher than
0% on standard data sets (CoNLL) may drop to 70% when applied
ut of the training domain (MEANTIME) and drop further for se-
antic tasks that depend on this output to 43% (cross-document
vent coreference). However, our evaluation of the triples and the
erived ESO situations still have accuracies around 55% and 50%
espectively, even though they depend even more on the results
f many submodules. This suggests that a strong conceptual model
an ﬁlter out errors that do not make any sense in combination.
uture systems thus should leave open alternative analyses, as is
lready done by many NewsReader modules, rather than select-
ng the highest scoring analysis. This leaves room for knowledge
ased approaches to select the most coherent interpretation based
n a conceptual model, that can also be tuned towards a speciﬁc
omain or user. Over-generating solutions may lead to low preci-
ion results for individual tasks, but it provides options for post-
rocessing data in a knowledge-intense architecture. 
To better understand the relations between the NLP modules
nd the quality of the ﬁnal result, we carried out a speciﬁc study
n the results for the SemEval 2015 Task 4: TimeLine: Cross-
ocument Event Ordering. 55 In this task, systems need to ﬁnd all
vents in which an entity is involved and place them on a time-
ine given a set of documents. The MEANTIME data was speciﬁ-
ally annotated for this task for 40 entities. The task requires al-
ost all modules provide in NewsReader: detection of entities,
vents, roles, time expressions and temporal relations. It also re-
uires cross-document identity. 
It turned out that this task is extremely diﬃcult, i.e. F 1 mea-
ures below 15%. We carried out an in-depth error analysis [89] in
hich we reversed the NewsReader pipeline to trace the modules
esponsible for the errors. This showed that most of the modules
erform well although there is some piling up of errors from low-
evel modules to higher-level modules that depend on them. The
ain problem with respect to the quality is however that the high-
evel semantic modules (temporal relations, semantic-roles) rely
oo much on the sentence as a unit, while the relations and in-
ormation is often not in a single sentence and in some cases not
ven in the document but based on world-knowledge. Recovering
his information requires more intelligent reasoning over the in-
ormation spread in the document. It also requires more intensive
sage of knowledge in the processing than has been done so far. 55 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task4/ 
t  
c  
y  Cross-document event coreference turned out to be one of the
ajor challenges for the future. Our evaluations show that cross-
ocument event coreference performs below 50% but this is on an
rtiﬁcial task in which systematic two-fold ambiguity is created
ith about 10 different articles referring to each seminal event.
t is diﬃcult to estimate how this translates to realistic scenarios
n which there can be thousands of news articles published on
he same day that potentially refer to the same event. The possi-
le impact of establishing event coreference on large data sets can
e seen when we compare the ratio of mentions and instances.
able 15 shows these ratios for the processed 2.5M English news
rticles on the automotive industry. We can see that mentions of
ersons and organizations are reduced to 5% instances and loca-
ions to 2%, meaning that the former are mentioned 20 times on
verage in the news and locations 50 times.The difference between
ocations on the one hand and people and organizations on the
ther makes sense since news involves more different persons and
rganizations than different locations. If we look at the events,
e see a lesser reduction to 10%, implying that events are men-
ioned 10 times on average in the news. We can consider the re-
uction of the persons, organizations and locations as the upper
ound for coreference and the current event coreference reduc-
ion as the lower bound. It is diﬃcult to judge of this reduction
s right. In ECB+, most annotated events (about 95%) are not coref-
rential across documents, which means that there is only a single
ention. The software therefore needs to be very conservative to
stablish coreference in order to perform. However, if we need to
onsider thousands of documents that report on the same event
his may be very different. Furthermore, only 1.8 sentences per ar-
icle have been annotated on average in ECB + . This may also re-
uce the degree of coreference, since articles may refer again to
he same event in the remainder of the article. 
It is interesting to realize that event coreference can be param-
terized to a high degree depending on the type of news streams
onsidered. By setting the constraints for establishing identity
cross events to a very strict level, e.g. precise date, same lemma
or action, all participants matched with the same role, hardly
ny event mention will be coreferential. This will lead to many
ore events, little aggregation across sources and relatively sparse
vent-centric knowledge graphs. When we use very loose settings
n the other hand, we will lump many events together, have less
vent-centric knowledge graphs with strong aggregation of rela-
ions and very rich graphs. The granularity of the event structures
an also be seen as a user-driven parameter. For certain purposes,
ou may want to group all micro events in a single topical knowl-
24 P. Vossen et al. / Knowledge-Based Systems 0 0 0 (2016) 1–26 
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 edge graph with many subevents, whereas for others you may
want to keep each of them separate. 
So far, we mainly considered the ways in which knowledge re-
sources play a role in NLP, with the overall goal of text understand-
ing or deep reading. However, our system also generates massive
data, especially episodic data on situations in which individuals
are involved. The Semantic Web is mostly a collection of resources
that express factual knowledge. Typically, semantic knowledge is
more generic and less ﬂuid. Whereas semantic knowledge deﬁnes
what is possible according to our cognitive and cultural conceptu-
alization, episodic knowledge deﬁnes what is actually the case. The
NewsReader system thus uses semantic and episodic knowledge to
learn from the news what is the case in the world. Speciﬁcally, our
technology ‘reads’ about situations in which entities are involved
that are included in DBpedia but in which these situations are not
described. For example from the current data on the automotive
industry, we extract 44,202 triples for the entity dbp:Porsche and
689 triples for the entity dbp:Qatar_Investment_Authority using over
10 years of English news. In DBpedia, we currently ﬁnd 155 triples
for dbp:Porsche and 70 triples for dbp:Qatar_Investment_Authority .
Our technology can thus be applied to any textual source to gener-
ate new episodic knowledge that can be published to the Semantic
Web. Cleaning, harvesting and crystalizing this knowledge is then
a next step. We are however convinced that knowledge enhances
knowledge and eventually suppresses noise. We demonstrated this
already for the dark entities and for ESO. In both cases, we ﬁrst ap-
plied the generic system to the data set to learn about the entities
and the events that play a major role. By deriving the knowledge
resources for these entities and events, the interpretation of the
text in the domain can be improved eﬃciently without having to
go through an expensive and painstaking annotation process. 
10. Conclusions 
In this article, we described the NewsReader system for deep
reading of texts in four different languages. The system was de-
signed to arrive at interoperable interpretations across different
sources and across these languages. The high-level semantic pro-
cessing relies heavily on multilingual and cross-lingual semantic
knowledge resources. We also described our formal modeling of
the interpretations of textual expressions. Our models (GAF, NAF
and SEM) distinguish mentions from instances. We developed the
IDAP procedure to derive situational representations for individu-
als from the interpretations of the textual mentions across vari-
ous sources. We also demonstrated that we can derive the impli-
cations of these situations for individuals using a formal ontology
(ESO) linked to the system, which operates within a Knowledge-
Store environment that supports reasoning. All source code for the
NLP pipelines, the cross-document RDF extraction, the ontologies
and the KnowledgeStore are freely available through the Apache li-
cense on Github. Further instructions on downloading the source
code and setting up the system are detailed on the NewsReader
website. 56 
Overall, our NLP modules perform at the state-of-the-art level
for the high-level tasks in all four languages. We have seen that
the integrated results at the level that is required for an in-
stance representation for situations according to Semantic Web
standards still needs further improvements. Nevertheless, our sys-
tem is a powerful platform for generating massive episodic knowl-
edge that may eventually contribute to the Semantic Web. As
such, we can deploy the system in a cyclic architecture in which
textual resources are processed using the current semantic and
episodic knowledge to produce more episodic knowledge. The56 http://www.newsreader-project.eu/results/software/ 
 
 
 ewly learned episodic knowledge can be used to improve future
rocessing of data, either directly or by deriving improved seman-
ic knowledge from the massive data. Ultimately, we can thus cre-
te a machine that reads to learn and learns to read. 
Finally, we have shown that we can create semantic data from
extual sources across different languages. This demonstrates the
apacity to build a platform for cross-regional and cross-cultural
nowledge acquisition. This will also allow us to study different
erspectives on the changes in the world, which opens up many
ew lines of research. 
NewsReader made big progress on the integration of many
igh-level NLP tasks and Semantic Web technologies but also
ielded new questions to be explored. Our data hides many sto-
ies and complex perspectives from different sources. Although, we
eveloped a powerful system for creating huge knowledge graphs
or events, we have only just started to explore how these events
hould be structured into storylines and larger structures. Never-
heless, such storylines are most natural to people to represent
vents and summarize the changes. In addition to generally im-
roving the quality of our NLP systems, our future research thus
lso focuses on such larger and more complex structures. 
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